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"Elijah
"Great Contro-

1959 was the Year. June 2 was the Date. #109 was the 
number of the Publication = "THE ELIJAH MESSAGE." This 
Paper was Printed + Edited for Madelyn Lewis.
HERE HE ARE - 16 years later. 201 Publications later. 
We want to bring that Publication up to Date. So will 
begin with some of that first Paper, PUBLISHERS

MADELYN LEWIS SPEAKS =
Since we are told that the Last Message is to be an 
Message" EW 155. GC 606. and since the 1888 
versy" on p.383 said this would be "in a Message which is 
yet Future" = it might be well for us, therefore, to Study 
(A) WHAT that Message was. (B) To WHOM was + is it DIRECT
ED? TcyWhat are the RESULTS of REJECTING it - ???
WHEN = can we expect this Message? We are not left in any 
doubt as to the Time: "In the Hour of Greatest Peril, the 
God of Elijah will raise up human Instrumentalities to 
bear a MESSAGE that will not be Silenced." PK 187.

WHAT IS THE NEED OF THIS MESSAGE? The Testimony continues: 
"In the closing work of God in the Earth... the Voice of 
stern Rebuke will be heard. Boldly will men or God's ap
pointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD... 
"the Hour of His Judgment is come." PK 187. RH A6:382.
WILL THIS MESSAGE BE GIVEN BY THE CHURCH? No, the Message 
comes TO the Church. "TO"the Laodiceans - not "FROM" the 
Laodiceans. Denouncing their Love-Fest with the World.
WITH WHOM DOES IT BEGIN? "Somebody is to come in the 
Spirit + Power of ELIJAH, and when he appears, men may say: 
"You are too earnest, you do not interpret the Scriptures 
in the proper way. Let me tell you HOW to Teach your Mes
sage." TM 475. RH A2:368. [Notice = they will not TEACH the 
UNPOPULAR Message, for they call it" "YOUR Message." but 
they will tell you HOW to do it! As one Minister said:"Go 
into thy Closet, and SHUT TO THE DOOR'? and Cry Aloud IN 
SECRET! And thus ye shall receive the Seal of God!" This 
went around the World 3 Times - while Truth was getting 
its Boots on.]
"A MOVEMENT SHALL _CO_ME_" = GC 464. HOW DOES IT COME?
"ONE MEMBER working in 'right lines will lead OTHER MEMBERS 
to unite with him... -1-



. "... in. making Intercession: fox. the. Revo?aHnn of the ... ..
Holy Spirit." 8T:251..\ ' '

.. .WHAT HAS THIS TO DO WITH"A MOVEMENT-SHALL COME?" GC 464. 
.."The TIME has come for a thorough REFORMATION to take 
place. When-this-Reformation-BEGINS... Those-who-have- 

...not-been-living-in-Christian-Fellowship  [Not been going 
to Church at all!] will draw close to one another. ONE 
Member... will lead OTHER Members to UNITE with him." 
8T:251.

... JUST WHY DO THEY MAKE THIS MOVE? The page before holds 
the answer. The Adulteress, the Laodicean Harlot = has 
"covered.up" her."rottenness of Character" and pretends 
she is."Rich + increased with Goods + in NEED of NOTHING" 

...thus her Minions are saying: "Peace + Safety!" at the
very Time "Purification" is to take place by "Sudden de
struction coming upon them." 8T:250. For the Lord has 
come to the place where He will put up no longer with 
her "Garments of so-called RIGHTEOUSNESS" as he "strips 

•them off" to lay bare "the defilement beneath." He is 
about to bring Ahab down in the War, and feed Jezebel 
to the Dogs - "... SUDDEN DESTRUCTION IS COMING UPON 
THEM." 8T:250. Hence the only Safety is to get OUT of 
there, and get OUT fast!.'.'Go.ye OUT to meet Him!" He 
will never, never, never = meet you in that Church!
WHAT IS THE LOWEST DOCTRINE TO 8E PREACHING AT A TIME 
L'IKt I HIS? "Here we see... the Church... The Ancient 
men... they say’i"The Lord... is TOO-MERCIFUL-TO-VISIT- 
HIS—PEOPLE—IN-JUDGMENT." Thus "Peace + Safety" is the 
cry from... THESE DUMB DOGS. . . [ar.d then they see "SUD
DEN DESTRUCTION" coming upon them as]... all perish to
gether." 5T:211. "Thy men shall FALL by the SWORD, and 
thy mighty in the WAP.." I was shown that this Scripture 
will be strictly fulfilled. Young men + young women... 
will be brought LOW-IN-THE-DUST." IT:270.___________________
That Testimony the way it is given there - makes it 
look like there may be Hope for them. But the ORIGINAL 
as found in RH Al:40. Aug.27,1861 = gives no such Illus
ion. The Hope there, and the part LEFT OUT of the above 
mixed-up Testimony = is the Hope for those in or before 
 this War(the. Angels let loose the 4 Winds AFTER Christ 
can no longer be reached in the MOST HOLY PLACE = their 
Probation is closed, they come down in the WAR! You want 
a Message of Hope? Here is Hope - the only Hope:]
"POINTED TESTIMONIES should be borne, and those who will

—2—



6:5,7,8.
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"Son of man, cause JERUSALEM to know her ABOMINATIONS... . 
Thou hast played the WHORE also with the Assyrians...
They give GIFTS to all WHORES: but thou givest thy GIFTS 
($500,000.oo worth of PRIME LAND at LLU'.) to all thy 
LOVERS, and HIREST them, that they may COME-UNTO-THEE 
on every side for thy WHOREDOM... thou art CONTRARY." 
Eze.16:2,28,33-4. -3-

"And if any man shall TAKE AWAY from the Words of the . 
Book of this Prophecy, God shall TAKE AWAY his part out. 
of the Book of Life, and out of the Holy City, and from.----
the things which are Written in this Book." Rev.22:18-9. 
Now when you Read that some will go "OUT” = ask yourself 
"OUT" of WHAT? "OUT" of the Holy City? "OUT" of the 
Book of Life? "OUT" of the Church in Heaven? Because 
they remained "IN" that Church turned HARLOT = who has 
gone a Whoring after the Mighty men of Earth - paying 
them $500,000.oo in "PRIME LAND" so as to Weld the Deal 
and the Pact to get the LLU-VA UNION-OF-CHURCH-AND-STATE 
COMPLEX! "And thou, son of man, be not afraid of them, 
neither be afraid of their words... they be a rebellious 
House." Eze.2:6. "But thou, son of man, hear what I say 
unto thee; Be not thou rebellious like that rebellious 
House..." Eze.2:8. "... eat this Roll, and go speak unto 
the House of Israel." Eze.3:1. "But the House of Israel 
will not hearken unto thee; for they will not hearken 
unto Me: for all the House of Israel are impudent and 
hardhearted... they be a rebellious House."Eze.3:7,9.

"Son of man... give them WARNING from Me." Eze.3:17. 
"... his Blood will I require at thine hand." 3:18. 
"I will lay the DEAD CARCASSES of the Children of Isreal 
before their Idols... And the SLAIN shall FALL in the 
midst of you, and ye shall know that I am the Lord. Yet 
will I leave a REMNANT that ye may have SOME that shall 
ESCAPE the SWORD." EZE. 6:5,7,8. "An END, the END is 
come upon the four Corners of the Land." Eze.7:2.

come up to the Help of .the Lord.,. will-receive. His RTESS-  . 
ING." RH Al:40. [LEFT OUT of your IT:270 = WHY? Do they ' .- 
not want the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY with the BLESSING? Those_. . { 
are the ones, the only ones = that God will: "protect THY 
PEOPLE NOW'." Imagine the Sleazy Low-down Trick of leav- 
ing that OUT of that Testimony! (l)Testimony. (2)Blessing. 
"For I Testify unto every man that heareth the Words of .. 
the Prophecy of this Book, If any man shal 1. ADD,.unto.  
these things, God shall ADD unto him the PLAGUES that 
are written in this Book:



MATT

DO GOD'S REQUIREMENTS FOR SALVATION CHANGE - ???
This question has never satisfactorily been answered. 
People play around with "OLD" and "NEW" Covenants = 
which is the Stamping Ground of Babylon = but anyone 
looking only CASUALLY through the INDEX will see there 
is NO DIFFERENCE! -4-

"SOMEBODY ±s. to come in. the Spirit + Power of ELIJAH." 
tm 475. SHOULD- HE JOIN THE GENERAL CONFERENCE?
We might as well ask - did Elijah join the General Con
ference? No, that is not God's Order. Here is God's 
Order: "If a Brother is teaching Error, those who are 
in responsible positions ought to know it; AND IF HE IS 
TEACHING TRUTH, THEY OUGHT TO TAKE THEIR STAND AT HIS 
SIDE." 1893 GW 130. TM 110.

"It is the DUTY of Ministers to RESPECT the Judgment of 
their Brethren." TM 503. "Ministers who are preaching 
PRESENT TRUTH should not neglect the solemn MESSAGE TO 
THE LAODICEANS. The Testimony of the True Witness is 
not a Smooth Message. The Lord does not say to them, 
"You are about Right..." The True Witness declares 
that YOU ARE IN NEED OF EVERYTHING... Those who will 
not ACT when the Lord calls upon them, but who WAIT 
(the Message of the AWAKENING: "WAIT ABOUT'.") 
for more CERTAIN evidence + more favorable opportuni
ties , WILL WALK IN DARKNESS, for the LIGHT will be with- 

3T:257-8. 1893 GW 87.drawn... may never be Repeated."

CAN WE REJECT THIS MESSAGE? When Elijah gave the Message 
for his Time - They: "thought that he must have lost 
his Senses, because he denounced THEM - the favored 
People of God'." 3T:261. Yet there was a Difference be
tween "People of God" and "Professed People of God!"
"When trees without Fruit are cut down as cumberers of 
the Ground, when MULTITUDES of false Brethren are dis
tinguished from the true, then the hidden ones will be 
revealed to view, and with Hosannas range under the 
Banner of Christ. Those who have been timid + self- 
distrustful will declare themselves OPENLY... The most 
weak t hesitating in THE CHURCH will be as David - will
ing to do + dare... THEN will the Church of Christ 
APPEAR 5T:80-1.

HOW VITAL IS THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS? 
"The solemn Testimony upon-which-the~Destiny-of-the- 
Church-HANGS." IT:181. EW 270.
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"The DISCIPLES had long HOPED for a POPULAR MOVEMENT... 
they could not endure the thought that all this ENTHUSI
ASM should come to NOTHING. The MULTITUDES... To His 
followers this seemed the GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY to estabr. 
lish their beloved Master on the THRONE of Israel. In 
the glow of this new AMBITION it was hard for them to 
go away BY THEMSELVES... Their long-cherished HOPES,. 
based on a POPULAR DELUSION." DA 231-2,378-9.___________
[4] Looking down the Stream of Time to the Last Days: 

"I was shown in Vision, and I still believe, that 
there was a SHUT DOOR in 1844. . . and REJECTED that LIGHT, 
were LEFT in DARKNESS." WTF 28.

-5-

WTF 28 = has never been defined by anyone.. Here 
is a DIFFERENCE in the CHANGING REQUIREMENTS 
Listen to this:
[1] In the Days of Noah. "There was a SHUT noon in Noah's  

Day." WTF 28. "A MESSAGE was sent from Heaven to the
World in Noah's Day, and their SALVATION DEPENDED upon 
the manner IN WHICH they treated THAT MESSAGE. Because  . . 
they rejected the WARNING, the Spirit of God was WITH
DRAWN from the sinful race, and they perished in the 
waters of the Flood." GC 431.
[2] In the Days of Lot. "There was a SHUT DOOR." WTF 28.
[3] In the Days of Christ. "Your House is left unto you

DESOLATE." WTF 28. GC 431. In each + every Case =....... 
their Salvation depended on coming OUT from under the. . 
Influence of the Clergy._________________________________
Adventists claim Christ = "never left the Church!" = 
Well = read this: "Israel knew not the Time of her visi
tation. . .The Sanhedrim had rejected Christ's MESSAGE and . 
was bent upon His death; THEREFORE Jesus departed FROM 
Jerusalem, FROM the Priests, the Temple, the religious 
Leaders... and-turned-to-another-Class to proclaim His 
MESSAGE... the Gospel...

"As the Light + Life of men was rejected by the ecclesi
astical authorities in the Days of Christ, SO it has been 
rejected in EVERY succeeding GENERATION. Again + again 
the History of Christ's WITHDRAWAL from Judea has been 
Repeated. When the REFORMERS preached the Word of God, 
they had no thought of SEPARATING themselves from the 
established CHURCH; but the religious LEADERS would not 
TOLERATE the LIGHT, and those that bore it were FORCED 
to seek another CLASS... obliged to LEAVE the CHURCH 
of their Fathers, that they may render OBEDIENCE...



"SHUT

"Arise, SHINE; for thy LIGHT is come, and the glory of 
the Lord is risen upon thee." To those who go OUT to 
meet the Bridegroom is this MESSAGE given... While all 
the World is plunged in DARKNESS, there will be LIGHT 
in every dwelling of the Saints. They will catch the 
first LIGHT of His second appearing." COL 420.

THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY = "The great apostasy will devel
op into DARKNESS deep as MIDNIGHT, impenetrable as sack
cloth of Hair... But OUT of that night of DARKNESS = 
God's LIGHT will SHINE... At this Time a MESSAGE from 
God is to be proclaimed, a MESSAGE illuminating in its 
influence + saving in its Power... THE-LAST-MESSAGE." 
COL 414-5..

"A MESSAGE that will AROUSE the Churches is to be pro
claimed. . . As we near the Close of Time." TM 117."A 
great MOVEMENT - a work of Revival - going forward in 
many places. Our-people-were-moving-into-Line." TM 515.

"The Grand Church EDIFICE, the worshippers ADORNED in 
costly ARRAY to harmonize with the Church; this will 
not move ONE SOUL toward the Kingdom of Heaven... 
MORAL ICEBERGS... God looks with pitying tenderness 
upon a Church whose worshippers, although poor and 
ignorant, are SINCERE. They may be SCORNED + NEGLECTED 
by the World, but they are BELOVED of God." RH A6:302.

HOW EASY IS IT TO BE LOST? "As they REJECT the Teaching 
of His Word, GOD WITHDRAWS HIS SPIRIT, and LEAVES them 
to the Deceptions which they love." GC 431.

SOME WILL RETURN TO GOD + HIS TRUTH. ----------- — TgT——

WHAT DO. WE SEE:ABOUT.EACH + EVERY ONE OF THOSE_____
DOORS?.--- It was, based on. the-qiyjnq of a NEW MESSAGE.

Days of Noah - build an Ark + get into it.
Days of Lot - get OUT of the City.
Days of Christ - leave the Church!
Days of 1844 - cease to Worship with those in the 
First Apartment - accept the NEW MESSAGE! "...and 

their SALVATION depended on the manner in which they 
treated THAT MESSAGE." GC 431.
[5] Days of the "Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans." 

"Some will not bear this STRAIGHT TESTIMONY. They 
will RISE UP against it, and this is what will cause a 
SHAKING among God's people... The solemn TESTIMONY upon 
which the DESTINY of the Church HANGS." 1T:181.EW 270.

.. ... -UJ
[2]
[3]
[4]



A Straight Testimony TO the Laodiceans.
By a "COMPANY." 100-300 is a "COMPANY."
In the Heat of Battle - some "COWARDLY" take the
side of the "OPPOSERS" and go over to the LAODICEANS! 

Hence go into MIDNIGHT -7- DARKNESS! IT:180-2.

"Some, I saw, would gladly RETURN. OTHERS will not let 
this MESSAGE to the Laodicean Church have its weight, 
with them. THEY will glide along, much after the same 
manner they have, and WILL be spued OUT of the Mouth of 
the Lord... LEAVING THEM with their evil Passions un
subdued, TO THE CONTROL OF EVIL ANGELS. THOSE who have 
come up to every point, and stand every Test, and over
come, be the price what it may, have HEEDED THE COUNSEL 
OF THE TRUE WITNESS, and THEY will be fitted for Trans
lation (as was Elijah) by the Latter Rain." SG 4:29,34.

THE SHAKING = In the Crisis, in the Shaking, Sifting 
Time = who will be shaken OUT - ??? And OUT of WHAT? 
OUT of the CHURCH? Or OUT of the TRUTH? OUT of the 
Books in Heaven. OUT of the Mouth of God. OUT of the 
LIGHT. OUT of the Third Angel's MESSAGE. OUT into MID
NIGHT DARKNESS. Read it again. Read it this Time from 
IT:180-2. With the MISSING FOOTNOTES. And see this: 
[1]
[2]
[3]

HOW MUCH IS HIDDEN IN THESE WORDS -
"Some, I saw, would gladly return. OTHERS will not let 
this MESSAGE to the Laodicean Church have its weight 
with them. [Cry out that: "No one was ever Won by find.- _ 
ing FAULT with them!" Decent Children heed the finding---
"Fault" with them, spoiled Brats do not! People of.up.T-. . 
right Characters and noble Aspirations welcome .the.. . ... . 
WARNING.of DANGER in their PATH. Only a FOOL would .1 
fail to give it or appreciate it. No one was EVER won 
to God WITHOUT finding FAULT with them! It was the find
ing of FAULT that caused the Disciples and all the Holy 
Men of God from the Beginning of Time to SEPARATE from... 
the prevailing Evil. We do not expect the WICKED to 
UNDERSTAND this Principle. "They shall DO wickedly, and 
NONE of the WICKED will UNDERSTAND. But the WISE will 
UNDERSTAND." The LAST MESSAGE as embodied in Rev.18 is 
the greatest "FAULT FINDING" Message ever given to the 
World. As the Saints of God obey the Divine Edict and 
"SHOW them ALL their ABOMINATIONS" - they will LEAVE 
the ABOMINATIONS and the ones that perform them! The 
Straight Testimony TO the Laodiceans swells into the 
Loud Cry, and BOTH are a MESSAGE to "GO YE OUT to meet 
Him!" The Wise will not waste Time with ARGUMENTS, 
they will OBEY and "COME APART and be ye SEPARATE!"]



IT:182.
Minds in

NOH READ -F UNDERSTAND = "I was shown the people of God, 
and saw them mightily SHAKEN... Some... seemed INDIFFER
ENT + CARELESS (couldn't-care-less) CARELESS. They were 
NOT RESISTING the DARKNESS around them, and it shut them 
in like a thick Cloud. The Angels of God LEFT these... 
the Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT... My attention 
was then turned to the COMPANY. .. The NUMBERS of this 
COMPANY had LESSENED. (This swelled the Ranks of the 
Laodiceans'. Of which they BOAST'. The AWAKENING took 
them OUT of the "COMPANY" = into the 2 MILLION ARMY'. 
All across the Country the only "LESSENING" has been in 

-8-

"THE NUMBERS OF THIS COMPANY HAD LESSENED." 
We must have the Picture very Clear in our 
order to shake off Laodicean Tradition.
[1] Is the Church in this Hour - or is theChuxch

NOT in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS - IMPENElitRSK^*'''
[2] If the Record reads the Church is in MIDNIGHT 

DARKNESS - the 10 Virgins are sound Asleep =
"In the last Hours of Probation... CARELESS + STUPID, 
and Ministers have NO POWER to AROUSE them; they are 
ASLEEP themselves. SLEEPING Preachers preaching to a 
SLEEPING people'." 2T:337,205,340,344,439 . 8T:37,160. 
3T-.473. 1T-.466. 5T:457.
[3] Then the little "COMPANY" standing in the "LIGHT" 

go among this SLEEPING people, having some marvel
ous DREAMS of what they are going to do Bye + Bye = 
and here Probation is about to Shut = the "PROCESSION" 
that starts the "LOUD CRY" is already on its way = as 
the Saints see this Picture with Alarm, the best they 
can do with some is get a Grunt out of them =
[4] Is it crystal cleat that the PARABLE reveals a 

Church in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS? And any LIGHT at all
is from the "COMPANY" as they carry a Torch? To go 
"OUT IN DARKNESS" one cannot go "OUT" of the CHURCH 
to do that! The Church is ALREADY in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" 
in this MIDNIGHT HOUR! It is those from the "COMPANY" 
who only are in the "LIGHT" - if any LEAVE them and 
SYMPATHIZE with the LAODICEANS and go BACK to THEM = 
then they go "OUT" of the COMPANY - they go "OUT" of 
the LIGHT = to lay down and go to Sleep with the = 
"Sleeping Preachers preaching to a Sleeping people." 
Which is all that the self-confessed: "AWAKENING" 
accomplished. "The LIGHT which flames up for a Time 
soon dies out - leaving the DARKNESS more DENSE than 
BEFORE." GC 463. SG 4:153. 8T:194. 4T:74.
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any Old Boat or Tub can go down-
It requires sleak Lines, and

"RESIST"
"NO EFFORT!"

For no trained Oarsman would attempt to go anywhere's 
with one Oar! Yet Brinsmead SNEERS at this Necessity. 
LISTEN TO HIM =
RDB-GEP 2^-5. = "God will bless our EFFORTS. If we DO 
our part, God will do His. FAITH without WORKS is DEAD, 
so God expects us to set to WORK to demonstrate our 
FAITH. It is like ROWING a BOAT - one oar is FAITH, 
other is our WORKS. So let us be up and DOING." 

"This is how RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH is still being
’’ASSED OFF today by many who are perfectly satisfied 
.hat they KNOW that RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH is. But it 
s all a COUNTERFEIT + a DECEPTION. What WORK does Sod

the Ranks of the "COMPANY" - so that the "STRAIGHT tf.xtt-  
MONY" has all but STOPPED’.. "THE CHURCH appears about, .to.. : -- 
Fall, but it does not Fall, the SINNERS in ZION are SHAK
EN OUT'." As they go BACK to the Old Church.
"THE NUMBERS OF THIS COMPANY HAD LESSENED = Some had been 
shaken OUT, and LEFT by the way. (Now follow the ASTERISK^. . 
STAR down to the FOOTNOTES'. "LEFT" with the LAODICEANS1)------
... and they were LEFT behind in DARKNESS.... LEAVING them. . . 
with their sinful .traits UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of 
EVIL ANGELS'. " 1T:182,187. EW 271.
CLEAR AS A BELL = that's what 16 Years of Battle with the 
Awakening was all about! They tried to Sell us the very 
thing here revealed - do not "RESIST" - neither SELF nor 
the DEVIL! Be sure and make "NO EFFORT!" This was their 
Babylonish Song picked up in the back Streets of Moab.
JUST THINK OF THIS = 
stream, or with the Wind, 
a good Captain to make it Up-Stream. Just IMAGINE coming 
to a hardened Old Salt - with Years of Experience with 
Swells, and Waves, and Eddies, and Whirlpools, and Rip- 
Tides, and Currents, and all. You try and tell him he 
is all Wrong in how he handles the Long Boat, with a Crew 
of 12 or 24. That to FIGHT the CURRENT - it requires 
ALL from EVERY MAN! Rowing at their Best - to make it 
to the Destination. But now try to tell him to STOP the 
OARS on ONE SIDE - !!! And go it by "FAITH ALONE!" STOP 
the OAR of "WORKS!" I Wonder what those Trained SAILORS 
would THINK - let alone DO! They would probably put 
some Turpentine in the right place, and head him in the 
right Direction! As the Israelites did on one occasion 
with the Foxes and a Fire on their Tail!



"FAITH if

[Most of this not good enough for = 
"Welfare Ministry" and is why these Awakening Frauds 
and Cheats ever got to first Base - because of those 
who cut Sentences in HALF = MIX precious References 
all around, thus leaving them WATERED DOWN in the Wash
ington "COVER-UP" = a Death-Thrust at the very Heart 
and Soul of the Testimonies! Thank God for this Light 
on our Philadelphian PATHWAY =] WTF 14.
"But God cannot work through us if we make NO EFFORT. 
If we gain Eternal Life, we must WORK, and WORK ear
nestly. If we lack in spiritual Strength, we may KNOW 
that we have failed in doing OUR PART... The CHARACTERS 
WE FORM here will decide our Eternal Destiny. What kind 
of material are we using in our CHARACTER-BUILDING?-.. 
OUR PART is to put away Sin, to seek with determination 
for PERFECTION of CHARACTER. As we thus WORK, God co
operates with us, FITTING us for a place in His Kingdom.

require of us, but to "cease, .from out own WORKS!1?>.
"~„..This is the Sophisfry that turned the Heads of HUNDREDS 

if not THOUSANDS clear around, broke up Homes, and led
~ ’ an entire.Segment who fell for that - to give up the 

Testimonies.entirely! Leaving a Trail of "SPIRITUAL 
WIVES" behind them = for is not "LOVE" above "LAW"?

- And no one can "KEEP" the Law anyway! So why TRY? 
That Fred (Wrong) Wright actually rooted around in 
the Garbage.Dump of Babylon and came up with:

• "It is not by TRYING, it is by DYING!"
■ •■■■ "Ministers of DARKNESS, Blind Leaders of the BLIND. 

"Clouds they are without Water, carried about of WINDS; 
TREES whose fruit WITHERETH, without FRUIT, (like a 
Branch full of Worms) TWICE DEAD, plucked up by the 
Roots." TM 81.______________________________________________
Let us see if our 16 Years of Study has produced some
thing Superior to that WORMrEATEN DOCTRINE. "ROTTEN 
TIMBERS in their Character-Building." Tty 446.
WHAT ABOUT THAT BOAT + THE OARS? 
EGW-RH A4-.309 =

LET US NOT BE DECEIVED = 
"Let us not be deceived by the oft-repeated assertion, 
"All we have to DO is BELIEVE." FAITH + WORKS are two 
Oars which we must use EQUALLY if we press our way up 
the Stream against the Current of unbelief.
it hath not WORKS, is DEAD, being ALONE The Way is 
ROUGH, and there is much CLIMBING to do." RH A4:309. 
June 11,1901. -10-



"God will not treat men according to the POSITIONS they 
occupy, according to their POSSESSIONS, or their COLOR, 
but according to the CHARACTER they have FORMED."RH A4: 
313-4, June 25,1901. -11-

"Cry aloud, spare not..." It is to CHURCH-MEMBERS that 
this MESSAGE is to be given, to those who SUPPOSE that 
they are RIGHTEOUS... But to accept the Truth involves 
a Cross, and therefore they reject it. They THINK they 
are RIGHTEOUS, but their RIGHTEOUSNESS is SELF-RIGHTEOUS
NESS. . . The FASTS observed by these worshipers are a mere 
pretense, a MOCKERY of HUMILITY. They retain all their 
objectionable traits of CHARACTER. Their Hearts are not 
CLEANSED from defilement... [Why should they? When the 
AWAKENING + BABYLON tell them it is IMPOSSIBLE as well 
as UNNECESSARY. In fact - it is a Sin to "TRY!"] They 
manifest NO REPENTANCE, no FAITH that WORKS by Love... 
Will they accept this REPROOF, and pray for REPENTANCE? 
Will they put away their Sins + ask for Pardon..."and 
thou shalt be called, The Repairer of the Breach, The 
Restorer of PATHS to dwell in... Let God's MESSENGERS 
form no CONFEDERACY with those, who, after HEARING the 
MESSAGE - refuse to SEARCH the Scriptures to see whether 
or not these things are so... "Ye shall DESTROY their 
Altars, BREAK their IMAGES, and CUT DOWN their Groves: 
for thou shalt worship no-other-God: for the Lord, whose 
NAME is JEALOUS, is a JEALOUS God."...

THE AWAKENING - DELUDED BY THE ENEMY - 
"Those who do not think that God requires, them tn Match.. . ..  
and PRAY unceasingly, STRIVING against every imperfection.,...,— 
are-deluded-by-the-Enemy. Until they CHANGE their attn-nder 
they cannot GROW in Grace. We all need to pray earnestly  
for determination to OVERCOME every DEFECT of CHARACTER. Ij 
Madelyn Lewis Letter: "If Character is "given" as a "Gift-"....] 
at the second Coming of Christ as RDB + the false Prophet ... .j_ 
Fred Wrong now Teach - the hidden Dark Secret is they do ..._
not Prize the Mirror of the Law that would "Show" them  
their "Defects" and their "Moral deformity." These fa 1 se .a. 
Leaders "Do not Prize this faithful Mirror, because i 
reveals their Sins." EGW Quotation._________________
"How many there are who retain wrong HABITS because they 
think they cannot OVERCOME them. They do not make deter-. . 
mined EFFORTS to OVERCOME. They cherish their Sins as if . . . 
they were precious Jewels. If-they-are-Reproved, they 
murmur against the one who is watching for their Souls 
as he that must give an Account." RH A4:309,310. 1901.



"Come OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE..." This is 
the MESSAGE we are to proclaim. False religions must be 
EXPOSED, that the TRUTH may TRIUMPH. In this WORK the 
CONTEST is UNCEASING... if those who are FIGHTING against 
God lay down their arms + acknowledge the TRUTH as it is 
in Jesus... in clear, straight Lines."RH A4:315. 1901.

May 1974 = Madelyn Lewis Letter: "In EW 243 we find that 
the people that:"... were continually LEAVING the companie— 
that were in DARKNESS + JOINING the FREE Company... They 
must GIVE UP ERRORS + Traditions received from men..."

"Here is Proof + Truth also for RDB + FTW ="
"There is NO CHANGE of CHARACTER when Christ comes. The 
CHARACTER BUILDING is to go on during the Hours of Pro
bation. DAY BY DAY...." RH Al: 541. Aug. 25,1885.

"God has a people upon this Earth. Who are they? They are 
those who will PURIFY their Souls by OBEYING the TRUTH 
as it is in Jesus." GCB 423. April 20,1901.

"... have the TRUTH planted in the Heart so that it will 
CONTROL the LIFE + SANCTIFY the CHARACTER." RH A3:192.

"It is the will of God to CLEANSE us from Sin, to make us 
His children, and to enable us to LIVE a Holy Life. So we 
may ASK for these Blessings, and BELIEVE that we receive 
them, and thank God that we HAVE received them." SC 51.

"Elder Hoehn: This is real JUSTIFICATION by FAITH. FAITH 
that God will Help us to Obey. These false lying Awaken
ing Reformers know nothing about the Plan of Salvation 
to send His Angels to Help us in the Battle to Overcome. 
They are true Agents of the Dragon Monster for Sure.
"We are to receive the TRUTH of God into the Heart, that 
it may regulate the Life + FORM the CHARACTER." SDA-BC 4: 
1181. 1893.

"Little children, let no man deceive you: he that DOETH 
RIGHTEOUSNESS IS RIGHTEOUS, even as He is RIGHTEOUS." 
1 John 3:7. "And now little children, abide in Him; that, 
when He shall appear, we may... not be Ashamed before 
Him at His Coming." 1 John 2:28.

"Here is the PROCESS, the refining, purifying PROCESS... 
it is only through this PROCESS that the RUBBISH + defil
ing impurities can be removed." SDA-BC 4:1182. 1886.

"God reveals Himself to those who are STRIVING to FORM
-12-
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SHAME on the old lying foolish miserable Fred Wrong for 
misleading any of God's children - old rotten RDB also.

"When we bring our lives to complete OBEDIENCE to the LAW 
of God... This is a RIGHTEOUSNESS of FAITH, a RIGHTEOUS
NESS hidden in a Mystery of which the Worldling knows 
NOTHING, and which he cannot Understand. Sophistry and 
Strife follow in the Train of the SERPENT... OBEDIENCE 
works out for us the DIVINE WILL." SDA-BC 1:1118. 1907.

"False lying Brinsmead - thinks he is giving the Loud Cry 
with his Pet Stories in his Present Truth papers to all 
Worldly Church + Ministers of every Denomination - Big 
Deal - and Old Simple Simon Fred Wrong tags behind what- . 
ever Brinsmead says or does =
One the False Prophet's Head = the other the Tail =
7 Last Plagues waiting for them for Sure =

"If we were defective in CHARACTER we could not pass the 
Gates that Mercy has opened to the OBEDIENT; for JUSTICE 
stands at the Entrance;- and DEMANDS holiness, purity, 
in all who would see God. Were JUSTICE extinct, and were 
it possible for Divine Mercy to open the Gates to the 
whole Race, irrespective of CHARACTER, there would be a 
WORSE CONDITION of disaffection + rebellion in Heaven = 
than before Satan was expelled. The peace, happiness, and 
harmony of Heaven would be broken... The CHANGE from Earth 
to Heaven will-not-CHANGE men's CHARACTERS."

CHARACTERS that He can approve... These will be led. to  
GREAT LIGHT. These will come to. the KNOWLEDGE crt .the..Truth 
and will seek to get this LIGHT of TRUTH before those 
their acquaintance who like themselves are anxious for 
the Truth. Thus they become conscientious LIGHT BEARERS.  
to the World... and will improve every opportunity to 
invite + urge others to come + see the Beauty of the Truth 
and to give their abilities to advance the Work of God...... .. 
AFTER we have done OUR PART to CLEANSE the soul Temple 
from the defilement of Sin, Christ's blood aval Is for us, 
as it did for Ancient Israel." SDA-BC 6:1060-1.

I was looking over Bible Commentary 7A on p.1072.(Sorry, 
my SDA-BC 7 = only goes to p.990. No 7A. Sb I will have 
to quote your Letter.) ... just happened to find this on 
CHARACTER-BUILDING. Did not know it was there at all. Sure 
KNOCK OUT BLOW on Heads of RDB - FTW. This is a glorious 
Quotation against these (2) Fools on CHARACTER-BUILDING =



• - "MPRE-C'fr meiOUS THOUGHT - "Associate yourselves, 
O ye people, and ye shall be broken in pieces... Bind 
up_ the- TESTIMONY, seal the LAN among My disciples. " 
Isa.8:9,16. __ ;________________ _______________ •
These false + foolish False Prophets trying to bring a 

. - Loud Cry by CONFEDERATING with the other Churches in
stead of giving the MESSAGE of Rev.18 = "Come OUT of 
hex! the Lord BROKE .up their foolish KEY ’73 Plot = . 
and foolish Robert Brinsmead will be ASHAMED and come 
to NOTHING also = but Notice = we are to "BIND UP" the 
Testimony = the ORIGINAL-SPIRIT-OF-PROPHECY-BOOKS and 
SEAL the LAW of God in its rightful, place among God's 
people. What an Honor + Privilege is ours!

■ These old false Reformers are Liars from the word Go.
_ / I have just been reading the infamous Lie originated 

by Satan himself in the Brinsmead "PRESENT TRUTH" = 
Special Issue = "Justification By Faith" =
p.2 = Talking against "DIALOGUING" by the Church of 
Rome with the "Protestant Bodies" = then why is he 
"DIALOGUING" with the "Prdestant Bodies?" No one around 
the World has been "DIALOGUING" more than him! He went 
all through Australia + New Zealand, then was seen Peer
ing over the White Cliffs of California, braying in the 
California Breeze. After making a complete Round of the 
Babylonish Churches with his Paramours("Sola Gratia Fide 
Fiddle Faddle Truly!") now he has outright Philistines 
with him to Crucify what was Left of the LAW and the 
Third Angel's Message, now Advertising a Second Round 
to deceive the World arm-in-arm with Fred Wrong who 
picks up the Left-overs as both together, all Three = 
DENOUNCE Holy Striving + "EFFORT" = CRUCIFY the Third 
Angel's Most Holy Place 1844 "PRESENT TRUTH" = EW 254-6. 
And join Al Friend + C.A.Anderson in making Mayhem of 
the PLAN OF SALVATION embodied in the COVENANT which 
is the Pledge on our Part to Believe that:
"He/te. cote they that KEEP the Commandment!) God and 
HWE the Tuttmony o& JeAuA'."
And the Pledge on God's part to send His Angels and His 
Blessed Holy Spirit to HELP and AID by the Power of His 
-"GRACE" to' co-operate with our'"STRIVING"~and "EFFORTS. 
All this the NEW as well as OLD "AWAKENING" denies, as 
they prefer SDA HEPPENSTALL with his "CURSE OF THE LAW" 
as all Confederate in a Heap with OLD MAXWELL'S FAIRY 
TALES to set up a KINGDOM when CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES!

-14- •
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LjuDX BIBLE INSTITUTE RADIO-BROADCAST Jan.30,2975 = . .
[The usual Babylonish Line..as_ now. expounded, by. ovar_j  
Decade of FROOM-BRINSMEAD-JARNES-WRIGHT-HEPPENSTALL] ■ - 
"If you are led by the Spirit = you are not under the LAW! -
Old Fred Wrong (Wright) = had been holding out with Satan 
the Devil = just "EAT" of his Thorn-Bush "Fruit" = and ye .... 
shall "Be as Gods!" = but the Earthquake Shock, of the  . 
whole Adventist Church denying the Building of a CHARACTER...—. 
"'till Christ-Messiah comes!" as expounded by FABIANISM == s— 
Led him to drop his Watering-Can at his Thorn-Bush, afraid / 
he would be left out = so he come running (at the Mouth)= 
with: "ME-TOO!"

"Thus it was that we came to see that while we had been 
delivered from the indwelling presence of the sin master, 
we-had-not-been-de 1i vered-from-the-fa 1!en-si nfu1-human 
NATURE, nor-wou1d-we-be until the appearance of the Lord 
in-the-clouds-of-Heaven." p. 1 1 . FTW.
OF KIM THIS WE BELIEVE = !!! "But after we"have been de
livered from the carnal mind we still retain the FLESHLY . 
NATURE and-wi11-do-so-unti1-the-Advent of Christ to give 
us immortality. This fleshly NATURE has its own CHARACTER 
and this CHARACTER .(you said it!) is SINFUL... We do not 
have holy flesh + therefore in our flesh are-a11-the-UN- 
HOLY POSSIBILITIES IMAGINABLE." (Was he BRAGGING or COM
PLAINING???) p.17-8. March,~972.______________________
Well = there went that "SINLESS PERFECTIONISM" down the 
"ME-TOO!" Drain = although Klacena Ferguson has been try
ing to revive it again by propping up the Worm-eaten 
Branch with: "FROM BONDAGE TO DELIVERANCE." But a little 
late in the Day. The Worms have done their Work. The only 
Remedy is to cast the whole thing in the Fire."It is Time 
for Thee, Lord, to work: for they have made void Thy LAW." 
Ps. 119:126. [Sinless Perfectionism or "I AM SAVED!" is as 
Mind-Weakening as is SPIRITUALISM and such cannot give 
the Lord's Last Message! -15- EW 101.MM 89.]

"THE MESSENGER OF LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS" = Vol.7. No.2. 
March, 1972 = [Just in Time for KEY '73!] 

 
ME-TOO! "This then could only mean that Christ had TWO 
NATURES. One, the DIVINE, was perfect + sinless + the 
other, the HUMAN, was imperfect + sinful... the true 
Christian born from above... HE TOO must have in this 
life TWO NATURES, the one sinless + holy, the other SIN
FUL (the thing he had been denying for 14 miserable Years!) 
and UNHOLY... A DUAL PROBLEM...



"ME-TOO! " BRINSMEAD ■..when Puddle-Puppy Fred Wrong wa:--
.given the assignment: by FROOM to lead out in showing 
how KEYNESIAN-FABIAN he could be to unite with the 
English-Jews and their Palestinian Hopes of Messiah to 
come to the Aid of HERBERT W.ARMSTRONG + the J.W.'s = 
TO SET UP A ONE-WORLD-GOVERNMENT NOW ON THE PLANNING 
BOARD to put the Arabs + Russians in their Place =
BRINSMEAD YELPED = that he had been left behind = so 
two Months later he startled the AWAKENING WORLD with:
"Dr. Edward HEPPENSTALL was the first to clearly + de
cisively take a new tack.(NEW to Adventists but OLD to 
Babylon where he picked up his Yard-long List of Baby- 

■. lonish Degrees') He said that the AWAKENING expectation
- . was WRONG because God's people would not experience a 

condition of SINLESSNESS prior to the SECOND COMING of 
Christ. To us, this appeared to be emptying the Judg
ment (Hence the "JUDGMENT HOUR MESSAGE.") of much of 
its meaning for the living saints...
"It will come as a surprise to some, and quite a shock 
to others, that I now state in the Plainest possible 
Language: Dr. Heppenstall was CORRECT on this POINT... 
EXPOSE all VAIN HOPE of human PERFECTIONISM this side 
of Eternity." Robert Daniel Brinsmead. p.5,9. "A RE
VIEW (A REVERSAL'.) OF THE AWAKENING MESSAGE" - PART (1) 
May, 1972. PRESENT TRUTH, PO Box 1311, Fallbrook, 
Calif. 92028. (From Waggoner to Froom to Heppenstall.)

"ME-TOO!" BRINSMEAD = "...(that is, man's sinful, cor
rupt NATURE) remains in him AFTER he is converted, and 
REMAINS throughout his life until he dies." p.5. AUS
TRALIAN FORUM. TOPIC #1. "PENTECOSTALISM, etc."______
So since this was purported by him to be the Teaching 
of the Dark Ages "Reformers" = "Certainly there is only 
ONE WAY to approach these men... meet them on COMMON 
GROUND." p.2. AWAKENING'BULLETIN = May 1,1972.______
So he decided to enter the Judgmentt- "on the shirttail 
of Christ's righteousness."_____________________ ____
"Christ hath redeemed us from the CURSE of the LAW," = 
because: "LAW KILLS." p.28. Oct.23,1971._____________
THE CURSE OF THE OLD COVENANT _= Since all the Elements 
of Heresy must UNITE at some Place or other = here we 
have ROBERT DANIEL BRINSMEAD = uniting with AL FRIEND, 
who obtained his Religion from C.A.ANDERSON who obtained 
it from BABYLON! -16-



"ME-TOO 1." BR1NSMEAD * C.A.ANDERSON did not know the Pre
cedent he was Setting when he started to Rail against the 
"OLD COVENANT" - and had all the Reformers falling Head ... 
over Heels to follow him - not knowing where they were. 
Heading. "ME-TOO!" AL FRIEND = decieved the AFRICANERS in 
1974 with: "The Old Covenant JEWISH CHURCH which ORIG1N- 
ATED(?) at Mt. Sinai... The promises of men are likened 
to "ropes of sand" by Sr. Ellen G.White (Where - ???) = 
The OLD COVENANT has for its foundation, man's promise . 
to OBEY God... Is there any SALVATION in the OLD COVEN
ANT? No, none at all... The OLD COVENANT has no DIVINE .... 
MEDIATOR!... the OLD COVENANT is only "provisional and 
temporary" in nature.(See PP 370.) (Why don't you do 
just THAT'. See PP 369-373 for the Surprise of your- Life'.).. 
... What is the DESTINY of the OLD COVENANT?"Cast OUT ... 
the BONDWOMAN... "I will SPUE THEE OUT...!" p.3 " 
"CONDENSED SAMPLE OF SERMONS GIVEN IN AFRICA." 1974. 
PRESENT TRUTH "LIBERATOR" that liberates from all PRESENT 
TRUTH! Box 9328, Bakersfield, Calif. 93309- (Free.) .
"ME-T00"= BRINSMEAD = "Ye are NOT under the LAW, but 
under GRACE."... To be under the LAW means to be under 
the OLD COVENANT... There is NO SALVATION under such a 
COVENANT... THE LAW wi11 always find FAULT. It will a- 
Iways CONDEMN. And under the EXASPERATING EXPERIENCE of 
TRYING to satisfy its demands, the Heart of man will FRET 
AGAINST GOD and LOATHE a service that seems so INTOLERABLY 
EXACTING." ("A Sin that He gave such a Law - isn't it? 
That is what the Devil charged in Heaven'. Buddy-Buddy 
with Brother B. One like the other. Both alike - all 3.) 
"... NO ONE but the infinite Son of the infinite God 
could render an OBEDIENCE equal to the LAW." "WE REPEAT: 
Christ did not come to give us POWER to stay under the 
LAW + meet its demands. NEVER!... "For Christ is the 
END of the LAW for righteousness to everyone that be- 
lieveth." Rom 10:4... Therefore the believer... is no 
longer required to satisfy the demands of the LAW." 
p.30-1. PRESENT TRUTH. "SPECIAL ISSUE" - JUSTIFICATION 
BY FAITH. Sola Fiddle Faddle Bowser Fide. Exhausted.
Very same Pooped out Sophistry = PRESENT TRUTH. Oct.23, 
1971. p.32-38. With some added Bone + Gristle: "FAITH 
from start to finish.(Rom.1:17) It is the ONLY quali
fication required... "For Christ is the END of the LAW... 
Therefore the believer is NOT under the LAW, but under 
GRACE - meaning that he is no longer required to satisfy 
the demands of the LAW... the LAW is fully satisfied... 
NOTHING IS LACKING... no longer SLAVES ground down by 
the IMPOSSIBLE TASK of TRYING -17“ TO SATISFY THE LAW."
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HARD to FIGHT the Enemy that we become more LIKE 
p.10-1. Venden ventilating. -18-

Did you ever Read 99 Testimonies urging us to "EXAMINE 
YOURSELVES" to see if we are in the Lord = then what do 
you think of this: "... the greatest PRIDE - the PRIDE 
of GRACE. To make one's own EXPERIENCE the center of 
his concern is the very NEGATION of the Gospel. It is 
the WORST FORM of spiritual PERVERSION." p.7.June 1972. 
Did he learn that from the Adventists = or did the Ad- 
ventists learn that from him?_______________________
WEEK OF PRAYER SPECIAL = R&H Oct.17,1974 = "Arthur 
Spaulding... says: "Far more SUBTLE is the conviction 
set in the minds of most professed Christians... that 
man must STRIVE to be good + to do good, and that when 
he has done all he can. Christ will come to his aid + 
HELP him do the rest... THIS CONFUSED CREDO OF SALVA
TION."... OBSESSIVELY CONCERNED (if you are Concerned 
you are Obsessed?) with our sins, our mistakes, or our 
problems. TH IS-CONCERN-MAKES-THE-PROBLEMS-BIGGER... 
try so 
him." |

MORE IMPEACHMENT AGAINST GOD 4- HIS REQUIREMENTS = 
- . "Are we going to DEVELOP what we IMAGINE. to be enough 

P-ERFECTION, and then enter into the JUDGMENT? How much 
more TIME do we want? How many more wearisome YEARS 
must we allow in order that we can WORK our fingers to 
the bone getting enough RIGHTEOUSNESS (with Christ's 

. help, of course! RDB) to PASS the JUDGMENT. 0 dread- 
. ful. BLINDNESS + LIBEL on the GRACE of Christ!" "He 
..•..may REST in the FINISHED work of Christ." p.13. PT

■ •• Dee. 25,1971. But re-copied from "WEIGHED IN THE BAL- 
. ANCES" - that we Thought in his Foolishness he would 

■ let Sleep = but, No! He had to go dig that one up
from 1960! Like a constipated Old Tom-Cat Caterwauling 
on the back Fence - unable to get Relief. Some, who 
are Bawling + Crying that RDB changed his Religion = 
he had those Notions all-the-Time! As is proven by the 
above Self-manufactured CONFESSIONAL.

Cannot build a Character. [3] No use Trying.
Cannot keep the Law. [4] A Sin to Try!
The only CHANGE was that he found "PERFECTIONISM" 
in the "MOST HOLY PLACE" in the "Judgment Hour." 
But now - Lo, and Behold! The "MOST HOLY PLACE" 
is now of no Account whatever! So we will now "WAIT 

ABOUT" till Christ-Messiah comes! We say = "GOOD! GOOD! 
GOOD!" Perhaps now a FEW who were Deceived and may 
have CONTINUED to be DECEIVED - may get their eyes 
opm to SEE the Color of the Dragon they were Feeding.
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■ - j ? .aN = WHAT J S THE DI FFERENCE?^ '■
■ t JSnEsS BY FAITH SPECIAL =» ■ :

”E. J. Waggoner* s CHRIST + HIS Rl GHTEOUSNESS,'which I stiH 
have in my Library. This book I read with great joy.. Along 
with this... Prof. W.W.Prescott1s book... "the Gospel that 
saves the sinner through Faith - Faith only, plus NOTHING 
and minus NOTHING. About the time I left the College, I 
read JOHN WESLEY’S JOURNAL,(so busy reading all this Trash 
he had no Time to read the Testimonies'.) which every Preach 
er ought to read once in his life. A graduate of OXFORD  
UNIVERSITY..." (Yes - that's just the Trouble'. That OXFORD.

J
(Yes - that's just the Trouble'.

INFLUENCE'.) HMSR, p.13-_______________________
DID YOU KNOW THAT = Jones + Waggoner signed their names 
to "LIVING TEMPLE" in 1903? That they stayed with Kellogg 
till the Day they Died? Did you know that on the Day he 
died Waggoner left a "CONFESSIONAL" on his Desk? That he 
NEVER believed in the Most Holy Place Sanctuary Truths! 
We have this Printed = but waiting for an EXPLANATION to 
go with it. Otherwise most will think it is as WONDERFUL 
as the MALARKEY pouring out from Church + Awakening who 
go by JONES-WAGGONER after they become the most violent 
Enemies of the Testimonies the World has ever seen. But 
as the Doctrine of KD+A was much more PLEASING to the 
senseless MULTITUDES = so also this is much more PLEAS
ING for it is the same Doctrine. "The Congregation is. 
HOLY (SAVED 1. SINLESS'. COMPLETE'.) every one of them!" 
THEY WILL GOBBLE THIS UP! 1972* RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH = 
RIGHTEOUSNESS BY PHARISAISM = 
"E.J.Waggoner... "CHRIST + HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS" = (Listed 
for Sale in this COR SPECIAL!) "Thus Elder Waggoner con
cluded, you can be ABSOLUTELY ASSURED that He will accept 
you." p,17~8. C.Mervyn Maxwell._______________________
Most assuredly! That was where the Battle was joined be
tween them and the Testimonies! The CANRIGHT + BALLENGER 
people have been chortling with Glee for over a Decade 
that at long last the Adventists see the "LIGHT" for 
which they were DISFELLOWSHIPPED! "I AM SAVED!"_________
SPURGEON + MOODY opposed the Third Angel’s Message on 
that Point - as well as every other Point. Is BABYLON 
all of a sudden RIGHT? Apparently so ~______________________
"In the 1870’ s= ..."ARE YOU SAVED?"..-.. DWIGHT MOODY... 
"ARE YOU SAVED?".... We should be CONFIDENT of our Salva
tion." Jonathan Butler, p.19. COR Special. RSH._________
THE SAME AS RDB = after 7 feet of one inch carefully Spiced 
SAUSAGE done to a turn = "That’s why Christians may in 
good (or otherwise) Conscience answer "YES" to the Ques
tion, "ARE YOU SAVED?" -ig- R&H Special p.26.
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That’s why Adventists around the World were Raving at 
Brinsmead’s "ETERNAL PURPOSE" because he quoted the Re. 
Hottest "I AM SAVED-SINLESS-HOLY" malarkey ever Printe 

... 1903 » JONES went over to "LIVING TEMPLE."
•ISOS » The Pacific Union Press printed the JONES BOOK. 
1888 - The Pacific Union Press would NOT print what 

Jones + Waggoner said in 1888. But they WOULD 
print what they said = AFTER 1888. AFTER they 
went over to PANTHEISM! Read RDB-GEP to see WHY 
they wanted the "I AM SAVED!" JONES BOOK. Read 
WAGGONER'S COR 1892 and the SAME RDB SPIRITUAL
ISTIC SOPHISTRIES = "I AM SAVED!" Mind-weaken
ing SPIRITUALISM-PERFECTIONISM. EW 101. GC 554.

RDB-GEP 185-190. EJW-COR 70-78,88-99,7,22,34,74,64,63. 
COMPARE WITH = COL 150-5- RH A5:414. Al:65. SM 1:314-25. 
HERE l-S WHAT THEY WANT =

This is why they HATE the LAW = 
This is why they HATE OBEDIENCE = 
This is why they HATE CHARACTER-BUILDING = 
(Because obviously if I have to build a Character = 
or if Sanctification is the WORK of a LIFETIME = 
then I do not quite have it made’.) 
This is why they HATE the Most Holy Place. 
This is why they HATE the OLD COVENANT.
This is why they want THIS =___________________

RDB-PT July-August 1972 = "Justification is nothing 
MORE, nothing LESS than the declaration of God that man 
is Rl GHTEOUS-IN-SPiTE-OF-HIS-CONTINUING-STATE-OF-SIN
FULNESS... We think that by some KEEP ING-OF-THE-LAW... 
we will satisfy the DEMANDS of the LAW. But it is all 
an ABOMINATION to God." p.7,14. PT. July-August 1972.
FOR ONCE + AT LAST = THE TRUTH ABOUT THE COVENANTS = 
We will go to the very Reference given by Al Friend in ' 
his deceiving the Colored Brethren of Africa = PP 370-3. 
If we would but go to the INDEX before we believe these 
Sly Decoys of Satan - who Teach exactly what Satan ^id 
and is why they do not want this:"TWO COVENANTS. TM 
COVENANT of GRACE[Made first after the Cross as BABYLON 
teaches?] was FIRST made with man in Eden... a DIVINE 
PROMISE that the Seed of the Woman should bruise the 
Serpent's Head. TO ALL MEN"this COVENANT dffered PARDON," * 
and the assisting GRACE of God for FUTURE OBEDIENCE thru 

.FAITH in CHRIST. It also promised them ETERNAL LIFE ON 
(CONDITION of fidelity to God's LAW." PP 370.
|[We will continue the covenants t <■’ ■ - 
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JUST LIKE BRINSMEAD + BABYLON = WHATJS THE DIFFERENCE?...-. 
1974 RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH SPECIAL = ’ ’■ H
"E.J.Waggoner*s CHRIST + HIS RlGHTEOUSNESS,' which I still 
have in my Library. This book I read with great joy. .Along 
with this... Prof. W.W.Prescott*s book... ’’the Gospel that 
saves the sinner through Faith - Faith only, plus NOTHING 
and minus NOTHING. About the time I left the College, I 
read JOHN WESLEY'S JOURNAL,(so busy reading all this Trash 
he had no Time to read the Testimonies'.) which every Preachy 
er ought to read once in his life. A graduate of OXFORD..  
UN I VERS ITY...11 (Yes - that's just the Trouble'. That OXFORD. . 
INFLUENCE'.) HMSR. p.13.____________________________ __ .
DID YOU KNOW THAT = Jones + Waggoner signed their names 
to "LIVING TEMPLE" in 1903? That they stayed with Kellogg 
till the Day they Died? Did you know that on the Day he 
died Waggoner left a "CONFESSIONAL" on his Desk? That he 
NEVER believed in the Most Holy Place Sanctuary Truths! 
We have this Printed = but waiting for an EXPLANATION to 
go with it. Otherwise most will think it is as WONDERFUL 
as the MALARKEY pouring out from Church + Awakening who 
go by JONES-WAGGONER after they become the most violent 
Enemies of the Testimonies the World has ever seen. But 
as the Doctrine of KD+A was much more PLEASING to the 
senseless MULTITUDES = so also this is much more PLEAS
ING for it is the same Doctrine. "The Congregation is. 
HOLY (SAVED1. SINLESS'. COMPLETE'.) every one of them!"____
THEY WILL GOBBLE THIS UP! 1974 RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH = 
RIGHTEOUSNESS BY PHARISAISM = 
**E. J.Waggoner... "CHRIST + HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS" = (Listed 
for Sale in this COR SPECIAL!) "Thus Elder Waggoner con
cluded, you can be ABSOLUTELY ASSURED that He will accept 
you." p,17"8. C.Mervyn Maxwell.________________ ____
Most assuredly! That was where the Battle was joined be
tween them and the Testimonies! The CANRIGHT + BALLENGER 
people have been chortling with Glee for over a Decade 
that at long last the Adventists see the "LIGHT" for 
which they were DISFELLOWSHIPPED! "I AM SAVED!"________
SPURGEON + MOODY opposed the Third Angel*s Message on 
that Point - as well as every other Point. Is BABYLON 
all of a sudden RIGHT? Apparently so ~___________
"In the 1870*s= ..."ARE YOU SAVED?*1..» DWIGHT MOODY... 
"ARE YOU SAVED?*’..,. We should be CONFIDENT of our Salva- 
tion." Jonathan Butler, p.19. COR Special. R&H._____ __
THE SAME AS RDB = after 7 feet of one inch carefully Spiced 
SAUSAGE done to a turn - "That's why Christians may in 
good (or otherwise) Conscience answer "YES" to the Ques
tion ,*'ARE YOU SAVED?" -19“ R&H Special p.26.
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That's why Adventists around the World were Raving at 
Brinsmead's "ETERNAL PURPOSE" because he quoted the Red- 
Hottest "I AM SAVED-SINLESS-HOLY" malarkey ever Printed.

... 1903 - JONES went over to "LIVING TEMPLE."
..1905 ” The Pacific Union Press printed the JONES BOOK. 
1888 ■« The Pacific Union Press would NOT print what 

. Jones + Waggoner said in 1888. But they WOULD 
print what they said = AFTER 1888. AFTER they 
went over to PANTHEISM! Read RDB-GEP to see WHY 
they wanted the "I AM SAVED!" JONES BOOK. Read 
WAGGONER'S COR 1892 and the SAME RDB SPIRITUAL
ISTIC SOPHISTRIES = "I AM SAVED!" Mind-weaken
ing SPIRITUALISM-PERFECTIONISM. EW 101. GC 554.

RDB-GEP 185-190. EJW-COR 70-78,88-99,7,22,34,74,64,63.
; COMPARE WITH = COL 150-5- RH A5:414. Al:65. SM 1:314-25- 
HE RE IS WHAT THEY WANT =

This is why they HATE the LAW = 
This is why they HATE OBEDIENCE = 
This is why they HATE CHARACTER-BUILDING = 
(Because obviously if I have to build a Character = 
or if Sanctification is the WORK of a LIFETIME = 
then I do not quite have it made'.) 
This is why they HATE the Most Holy Place. 
This is why they HATE the OLD COVENANT.
This is why they want THIS =_____________________

RDB-PT July-August 1972 = "Justification is nothing 
MORE, nothing LESS than the declaration of God that man 
is RlGHTEOUS-IN-SPiTE-OF-HIS-CONTINUING-STATE-OF-S  IN- 
FULNESS... We think that by some KEEP ING-OF-THE-LAW... 
we will satisfy the DEMANDS of the LAW. But it is all 
an ABOMINATION to God." p.7,14. PT. July-August 1972.

-■ FOR ONCE + AT LAST = THE TRUTH ABOUT THE COVENANTS = 
We will go to the very Reference given by Al Friend in ' 
his deceiving the Colored Brethren of Africa = PP 370-3. 
If we would but go to the INDEX before we believe these 
Sly Decoys of Satan - who Teach exactly what Satan iflid• 
and is why they do not want this:"TWO COVENANTS. TM 
COVENANT of GRACE[Made first after the Cross as BABYLON 
teaches?] was FIRST made with man in Eden... a DIVINE 
PROMISE that the Seed of the Woman should bruise the 
Serpent's Head. TO ALL MEN this COVENANT offered PARDON ~ ‘ 
and the assisting GRACE of God for FUTURE OBEDIENCE thru 
FAITH in CHRIST. It also promised them ETERNAL LIFE ON 
CONDITION of fidelity to God's LAW." PP 370.
[We will continue the COVENANTS + MADELYN LEWIS QUOTA- 
TIONS after Center Page 34.] -20-
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"Do not. think that because you have made mistakes you. . . : 
must always be under condemnation, for this is not neces- i

Sary., Do not permit the truth to be depreciated before. ... 
your mind, because those who profess it do not live con-. .; .-j 

sistent lives. Cherish faith in the truth of the third. -.1  
angel's message. If. you. do not cultivate faith.,, its im-. ’ 

, portance will gradually lose its plane in your, mind and. . . :. .
heart. You. will have, an ex perience like, that of the. fool-... i 
ish..virgins., who. did, not. supply oil for their lamps.,, and ......> 
their light went. out.. Faith should be cultivated^. If it 
has become weak,, it. is like a sickly plant that should 
be placed in the sunshine + carefully watered + tended." 
Letter 97/ 1895/ ' ~GTMH 307.'

FAITH ALONE? "We should know for, ourselves wha-t eo-ne-H - ..... 
tutes Christi ani ty., whatsis. truth, what is the, faith . . 
that we have received, what are the Bible rules - the-. . . - 
rules given us from that highest authority. There are 
many who believe without a reason on which to base

-21-

From a Book now unobtainable.?. "GUIDELINES TO MENTAL, 
HEALTH." Preliminary Edition.. EGW ESTATE!. 1966.
IS FAITH A DEAD ENTITY? "Faith works by love, and puri
fies the soul from all selfishness. Thus the soul is per- ... 
fected in love. And having found grace +. mercy through.----
Christ's precious blood, how can we fail to. he., tender.....— 
and merciful? By grace ye are saved, through faith. The . 
mind should be educated to exercise faith rather, than---- .,
to cherish doubt + suspicion .+. jealousy... We. are .too 
prone to look at obstacles as impossi hi.l i ties.

"To have faith in the promises of God, to walk forward------- '
by faith, pressing on without being governed by. drum- — 
stances, is a lesson hard to learn. Yet it is a posi five..:. J. 
necessity that every child of God learn this lessen. The . 
grace of God through Christ is to be ever cherished.;. - free — , 
it is given to. us as the only way of approaching. God.. .. - - -. 
Faith in the words of. God, spoken by Christ enshrouded. . . — 
in the pi 1 lar. of cloud, would have enah7 ed the chi 7dren    
of Israel to leave a record, of a very di fferent charac.—  
ter. Their lack of faith in God gave them a very check
ered' history'.'" Manuscript 43,1898. GTMH 306-7.

CULTIVATE FAITH .=*. ."Those who talk faith .+ cultivate.- .  ..... 
faith will have faith; but those who cherish + express 
doubts will have doubts'." 5T:302.



. NO EFFORT? "Every moment divine power, must be com- 
.. bine d with human effort, else common, strange fire 

...... will be offered instead of the sacred. True faith is 
an active, working pri nd pie." Man uscript 17,1895. 
GTMH 334.

. -GOSSIPING OUR TROUBLES AWAY OR TO STAY? "We are not 
to talk our doubts and trials, because they grow big
ger every time we talk them. Every time we talk them, 
Satan has gained the victory; but when we say,"I will 
commit the keeping of my soul unto Him, as unto a 
faithful witness," then we testify that we have given 
ourselves to Jesus Christ without any reservation, 
and then God gives us light + we rejoice in Him. We 
want to place ourselves under the bright beams of the 
S.un of Righteousness + then we shall be a light to the 
world. "Whom having not seen, ye love; in whom, though 
now we see him not, yet believing ye rejoice with joy 
unspeakable + full of glory." 1 Peter 1:8. Manuscript 
17,1894. (part in OHC 86.) GTMH 335-6.

ENLISTING SYMPATHY AS DID SATAN IN HEAVEN. "The more 
you talk faith, the more faith you will have. The more 
you dwell upon discouragement, talking to others about 
your trials, and enlarging upon them, to enlist the

- sympathy which you crave, the more discouragements and 
trials you will have. Why mourn over that which we can 
not avoid? God is inviting us to close the windows of 
the soul earthward + open them heavenward, that He may 
flood our hearts with the glory which is shining across 
the threshold of heaven." Manuscript 102,1901.GTMH 336.

BLIND TO SIN OR REBUKE IT? "While our words are ever 
■■ to be kind + tender, no words should be spoken that 
will lead a wrong-doer to think that his way is not 
objectionable to God. This is a kind of sympathy that 
is earthly + deceiving. No license is given for undue 
manifestation of affection, for sentimental sympathy.

-22-

. their faith, without sufficient evidence as to the 
truth of. the matter... If an idea is presented .that 

. . harmoni zjus with their preconceived opinions, they
are all ready to accept it. They do not reason from 
cause to effect. Their faith has no genuine founda- 

. tion, and in the time of trial they will find that
„ they have. built upon the sand." Letter 4,1889.

GTMH 308. . .......
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e need counsel..iz.reproof,...and must, aometim^
stJ^P1y rebuked." Manuscript 17,1899. GTMH 336.
NO JFF°jT? NO fllLTIVATION? NO STRIVING TO OVERCOME? - / 

-is~^ in which the mind can safely ran<3‘
If S^tan Saeks to divert the mind to low + sensual thing 
brirf ifc back again, and place It on eternal things; ana 
'hen fche Lord sees the determined effort made to retain. ■ 
•nig Pure thoughts, He will attract the mini,. Like a mag: 
tetf and purify the thoughts, and enable, them to cleanse 
^emselves fj-Qm every secret sin- "Casting down imagine-. 
LonSr and every hiqh-.thing that exalte th itself, against. 
>e knowledge God, and bringing into captivity every, 
■.ought to the obedience of Christ." (2 Cor. 10:5). 
MH 344- undated Manuscript 93. (OHC 337.)

< SOME ARE LOST - AND NO ONE ELSE KNOWS WHY. "Once form
habit is like an iron net. You may struggle desperately 

inst it, but it will not break. Your only safe course 
to build for time + for eternity." Letter 117,1901.
<{ 345. 'T *'■■■ ~' '

'COME. "Besetting sins are to be conquered, and evil 
ts overcome. Wrong dispositions + feelings are to be 
ed out, and holy tempers + emotions begotten in us by 
Spirit of God." Letter 57,1887. GTMH 348.

OTHERS TO OVERCOME SELF. "Despondent feelings are 
antly the result of undue leisure- Idleness gives 
to brood over, imaginary sorrows - Many who have no 
trials or ifrdships in the present, are sure to bor.-. . . 
am from .the future. If these persons would seek to. . 
.□ the burdens, of others.,, .they, would forget their . . . . 
lergetie labor that would cal 1 into action the men- 
'hysical powers, would prove an inestimable bl ess- 
mind + body." Signs of the Times. June 15,1882. 
9. '' " ~ ~ -

“H + LOVE STATIC ENTITIES? "love for God * love ' . . . 
another is to be cn.l tivated; for. it is as pr^d

The love tha.t Christ possessed is. to be prayed. 
<nght for. The Christian who possesses it hee-re a 
” above all infirmities." Letter 335,1905-GTMH 352.

ELF-DESTROYS ALL LOVE. "It is the love of self... . . . 
toys our peace. While self is all alive, we stand  . 
tinualiy to guard it from mortification + insult;
e are dead, and our life is hid with Christ in 

-23-



God, we shall.not take, neglects or slights to heart.
We shal 1 be.. deaf to. reproach .h hi Ina to. scorn + insul 
MB 16. GTMH 352-3.

BEHOLDING SELF. "It is a great misfortune to be a 
chronic doubter, keeping the eye + thoughts on self.

■ While you are beholding self, while this is the theme 
of thought + conversation, you cannot expect to be con
formed to the image of Christ. Self is not your saviour. 
You have no redeeming qualities in yourself. "I" is a 
very leaky boat for your faith to embark in. Just as 
surely as you trust yoSself in it, it will founder." 
Letter 11,1897. GTMH 388.

- IS MAN GIVEN A NEW NATURE OR DOES HE DEVELOP IT?
"The Spirit of God does not create new faculties in the 
converted man, but works a decided change in the emply- 
ment of those faculties. When mind + heart + soul are 
changed, man is not given a new conscience, but his will 
is submitted to a conscience renewed, a conscience whose 
dormant sensi bilities are aroused by the working of the 
Holy Spirit." Letter 44,1899. OHC 104. GTMH 400.

LIVING TEMPLE HYPNOTISM. "Just as long as you consent 
to listen to these sophistries (Satan's sophistries as 
presented by Dr. J.H.Kellogg), a subtle influence will 
weave the fine threads of seductive theories into the 
minds of men who should turn away from the first senti
ments of teaching of this kind. As loyal subjects we 
must refuse to listen to these, sophistries, which are 

... formed by the one who deceived the angels in heaven.
This influence is something like a deadly viper, poison
ing the minds of all who listen to these fallacies. ’ 
is a branch of hypnotism, deade-J■ • 
of the c » -

THE SANCTIFYING INFLUENCE OF TRUTH-."The only security 
for any soul is right thinking. We are to use every me> 

.... that God has placed within our reach for the governmen 
... ... and cultivation of our thoughts. We are to bring our 

. ■ ndnds into harmony with His mind. His truth will sanctJ 
fy us, body + soul + spirit, and we shall be enabled to 

. rise above temptation. The words that we speak will be 
wise words." Letter 123, 1904. GTMH 356.

FIRST + LAST. "Your last thought at night, your first 
thought in the morning, should be of Him in whom is 
centered your hope of eternal life." Letter 19,1995. 
OHC 116. GTMH 383.
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ARE FAITH + LOVE STATIC ENTITIES? "love for God * iove . . . 
for one another is to be cultivated; for. it is as precious. . . 
as gold-. The love. that Christ possessed is. to ba prayed. ...... 
for + sought for. The Christian who possesses it bears a 
character above all infirmities." Letter 335,1905.. GTMH 352.

LOVE OF SELF DESTROYS ALL LOVE. "It is the love of self... . . 
that destroys our peace- While self is all alive, we stand.— . 
ready continually to guard it from mortification + insult;
but when we are dead, and our life is hid with Christ in

-23-

Wrong-doers need counsel. t.reproof,, .and nust somstimt 
sharply rebuked." Manuscript 17,1899. GTMH 336.

NO EFFORT? NO CULTIVATION? NO STRIVING TO OVERCOME?
"Here is. a wide field in which the mind can safety ranga.^  
If Satan seeks to divert the mind to low + sensual things— 
bring it back again, and place it on eternal things; and ----
when the Lord sees the determined effort made to retain. . —
only pure thoughts, He will attract the mind,, like a mag-..-, 
net, and purify the thoughts, and enable them to oleansja----
themselves from every secret sin, "casting downimaginav... , 
tions, and every high.thing that exalte th itself aga.i net ...., 
the knowledge of. God, and bringing into captivi ty every, 
thought to the obedience of Christ." (2 Cor. 10:5).
GTMH 344.. Undated Manuscript 93. (OHC 337.)

WHY SOME ARE LOST - AND NO ONE ELSE KNOWS WHY. "Once form
ed, habit is like an iron net. You may struggle desperately 
against it, but it will not break. Your only safe course 
is to build for time + for eternity." Letter 117,1901.
GTMH 345. T '

OVERCOME. "Besetting sins are to be conquered, and evil 
habits overcome. Wrong dispositions + feelings are to be 
rooted out, and holy tempers + emotions begotten in us by 
the Spirit of God." Letter 57,1887. GTMH 348.

HELP OTHERS TO OVERCOME SELF. "Despondent feelings are 
frequently the result of undue leisure.. Idleness gives 
time to brood over imaginary sorrows -. Many who have, no 
real trials or. IfrcLships in the present, are sure to bor.~. . .

. row them from the future. If these persons would seek to. ■ .' 
lighten the burdens, of others., they, would forget their ... . 
own. Energetic labor that would ca 7 ? into action the men.- . . 
tai .+ physical powers, would prove an inestimable bless
ing to mind + body." Signs of the Times. June 15,1882.
GTMH 349. •• •‘ .............................................



God, we shall.not take neglects Or slights to heart.
We shall ..he., deaf to. reproach. .+. hl ta scorn + instil 
MB 16. GTMH 352-3.

THE SANCTIFYING INFLUENCE OF TRUTH:"The only security 
for any soul is right thinking. We are to use every me— 
that God has placed within our reach for the governmen 

.. and aultivation of our thoughts. We are to bring our 
- - ’ minds into harmony with His mind. His truth will sanct; 
f fy us, body + soul + spirit, and we shall be enabled t< 

, rise above temptation. The words that we speak will be 
wise words." Letter 123, 1904. GTMH 356.

FIRST + LAST. "Your last thought at night, your first 
thought in the morning, should be of Him in whom is 
centered your hope of eternal life." Letter 19,1995. 
OHC 116. GTMH 383.

BEHOLDING SELF. "It is a great misfortune to be a 
chronic doubter, keeping the eye + thoughts on self. 
While you are beholding self, while this is the theme 
of thought + conversation, you cannot expect to be con
formed to the image of Christ. Self is not your saviour. 
You have no redeeming qualities in yourself. "I" is a 
very leaky boat for your faith to embark in. Just as 
surely as you trust yoiself in it, it will founder." 
Letter 11,1897. GTMH 388.

IS MAN GIVEN A NEW NATURE OR DOES HE DEVELOP IT?
"The Spirit of God does not create new faculties in the 
converted man, but works a decided change in the emply- 
ment of those faculties. When mind + heart + soul are 
changed, man is not given a new conscience, but his will 
is submitted to a conscience renewed, a conscience whose 
dormant sensibilities are aroused by the working of the 
Holy Spirit." Letter 44,1899. OHC 104. GTMH 400.

LIVING TEMPLE HYPNOTISM. "Just as long as you consent 
to listen to these sophistries (Satan's sophistries as 
presented by Dr. J.H.Kellogg), a subtle influence will 
weave the fine threads of seductive theories into the 
minds of men who should turn away from the first senti
ments of teaching of this kind. As loyal subjects we

—  must refuse to listen to these sophistries, which are 
formed by the one who deceived the angels in heaven.

- This influence is something like a deadly viper, poison
ing the minds of all who listen to these fallacies. It 
is a branch of hypnotism, deadening the sensibilities
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Is it because modern Psychiatry is Fighting this Truth - .. 
that this Book was not ever Printed as Promised?______
Imagine giving a Drug + make matters Worse! Poor Slaves 
to the A.M.A. - !!! How sore art thy Bonds!___________
"The Drugs given to STUPEFY, whatever they may be, DE
RANGE the Nervous System." SM 2:448. DC 62.

"Let each one say,"I am grieved that I yield to tempta
tion, that my prayers are so feeble., my faith so weak. 
I have no excuse to plead fox being dwarfed in my reli
gious life- Rut I am seeking to obtain completeness of 
Character in Christ- L have sinned.., and yet I love Jesus. 
I have fallen many times, and get He has reached out 
His hand to save me." Manuscript 161,1897. GTMH 458.

THE MAIN REASON FOR THE MESSAGE WE BORE - IN 1974.
"The man who gives way to folly in speaking passionate 
words, bears false witness; for he is never just.. He 
exaggerates every defect he thinks he sees; he is too 
blind + unreasonable to be convinced of his madness.

-25-

"We are, as far as possible,- to be our own physicians-  
When you sit at the table, be careful. Do not eat tivi ngs 
that disagree; for if you do, you are likely to get into! 
a disagreement with somebody before long." Manuscript 
41,1908.

"The laws of God are plain. — None of them need ever 
to be mis understood- Those who cannot discern them are 
benumbed by their own wrong habits enfeebling their 
intellect."' Letter 27,1872.

DOES THE MIND EFFECT THE BODY - OR DOES. THE. BODY EFFECT 
THE MIND? "A sound constitution is necessary for a . " 
sound mind. No part of the body can be abused or dist: 
eased in any way without affecting the moral + intellec
tual." Letter 27, 1872.

"Every habit that injures the health reacts upon the 
mind." CT 298. GTMH 435. . . •'

"You increase the difficulties of your head by the in
dulgence of appetite." Letter 27,1872.

"One of the strongest temptations that man has to meet 
is upon the point of appetite." 3T:485-6. GTMH 437.

"A spoiled stomach means an enfeebled mind + a diseased 
memory." Letter 17,1895. GTMH 438.
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He transgresses the commandments of. God,, and his imagi
nation is perverted. bg the inspiration of Satan. He

■ ... knows not what he is doing. Blind + deaf, he permits 
Satan to take the helm + guide him wherever he pleases. 
The door is then thrown open to malice, to envy, and 

-z . to evil sirrmisings, and the poor victim is borne help- 
^■m.-iessly <sn... BUT THERE IS HOPE while the hours of Rxo- 

l-'.i.. bation linger, through the grace of our Lord Jesus 
Christ." Letter 38,1893. OHC 235. GTMH 460.

"In the work of REFORM to be carried. forward to-day, 
there is need of men who, like Ezra + Nehemiah, will 
not palliate or excuse sin, nor shrink from vindicat- 

. . ing the honor of God. Those upon whom rests the burden 
of this work, will not hold their peace when wrong is 
done, neither will they cover evil with a cloak of 
FALSE CHARITY." PK 675.

y Let all beware of - making the Mistake that Preacher 
.. •  makes - of Equating the Teaching, of.DEADLY DOCTRINE 

with "finding Fault" with personal SINS + WEAKNESSES. 
While one should be Tolerant of personal weaknesses in 
others - as you Value your Soul - you will NOT be

■ Tolerant with POI^IOUS DOCTRINE OR MEDICATION! You will 
feel like Elijah as he took their heads OFF! BEWARE 
that you make this distinction. When we attack the Sins 
of DOCTRINE + MEDICINE = no matter by whom they come = 
no one needs take it PERSONALLY.- All they need do is 
AGREE! Else they are GUILTY of AIDING + ABETTING the 
Worsfc Crime against Humanity it is possible to Commit.
LOVE + JUSTICE. "Some think they have a great wealth 
of affection because if any one does wrong, they cover 
it up + do not make anything of it. They cover it up 
and make as light of it as possible because it will 
hurt his feelings. There is danger on both sides.
There is danger of not placing the twin sister of love 
beside her. God is love + God is justice + these two 
must blend. They must touch, they must unite together." 
Manuscript 13,1894. GTMH 463.

■ "Love has a twin sister, which is duty. Love + duty 
stand side by side. Love exercised while duty is neglec
ted wi71 make children headstrong, willful, perverse, 
selfish, and disobedient... Duty + love must'be blend
ed." 3T:195,108.



"The Contest is between the commandments .of God + the 
commandments of men.'"' '5T:81. 1882. ' .
"LOVE those best who LOVE Christ most." 2T:48. 1868.

LOVE demands the Destruction of the Wicked for their - 
Sins make them Miserable = as well as everyone else. . 
Like a. BLIND Dog full of the INCURABLE MANGE - it is . - -
MERCIFUL to put them out of their Misery ~ and thus 
Cleanse the Universe once—and-for-alk. WE-AGREE-WLTH- 
THIS = even if we have to be Wiped out also’. PP 101.

"The LOVE of God being the FOUNDATION of the Government . 
of God,, the. HAPPINESS of all i ntel 1 i gent beings DEPENDS ... 
upon their perfect accord with its great PRINCIPLES of 
RIGHTEOUSNESSPP 34, (Something for RDB to think erf.)

AMD NOW WITH THAT WE GO BACK TO THE BOOK = "GUIDELINES 
TO MENTAL HEALTH" = and "RIGHTEOUSNESSHMPUTE'dT""
"Many feel that their FAULTS OF CHARACTER make it impos-. 
sible for them to meet the STANDARD that Christ has- 
erected; but all that such ones have to do is to humble 
themselves [The very OPPOSITE of the Teaching of Fred 
Wright! He would Teach them to but: "ASK!" and it will ' - 
be DONE! STRANGE: Isn’t it - that NOWHERE in the Writings 
of Ellen G. White can such a Formula be found! Instead =]
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lOVE + DUTY. "Remember that. DUTY—has-a—twi n s i stem-— IDkr. 
these UNITED can accompl i sh almost. -EVERYTHING.,—but. SEPA
RATED, NEITHER is capable of GOOD." 4T.-62. _ T

"PRAYER can never take the place of DUTY. "If ye HDVE.M^ 
Christ says,"KEEP My commandments... Those who hring------—-
thei r petitions to God., clai mi ng His—promise .while-they-- 
do not comply with the CONDITIONS w. insult. Jehovah-, — - ■ — 
He that saith, I know Him, and keepeth.NQT His command-. . ... 
ments = is a LIAR, and the TRUTH is NOT in him---- - All-.-.-* - ...
His GIFTS are promised ON CONDITION, of OBEDIENCE-'.'..."All.-., 
who OBEY. Him may with confidence claim the ful filment.. ) 
of His promises." COL 143-5. (This is Listed as: "The } 
Divine Science of Prayer." COL 142.)

"There are many professedly SANCTIFIED. (" SA.VED1"). ones.—--., 
who are aiding. Satan in his. .work. They ..ta.Ik much of FEELP-... 
ING; they, speak of their LOVE for God. But God does, not— 
RECOGNIZE, their LOVE.;, for. it is a delusion of the enemy,.,-.., 
God has given these, persons. LIGHT, but they have refused 
to accept it. With the father of lies, they will receive 
the reward of 'DISOBEDIENCE."' Ev.597.' 1900.



"... all that such have to do is to HUMBLE themselves 
at every Step under the mighty...hand., of. God. Christ does 
not estimate the man by the amount of work he does, but 
by the spirit in which the work is performed. ...
"When He sees men lifting the burdens, TRYING to carry 

" ** "them in lowliness of mind, with DISTRUST OF SELF + with 
reliance upon Him, He ADDS to their work. His perfection 
and sufficiency, and it is accepted of the Father. We arr 
accepted in the Beloved. The sinner's defects are covere 

. by the peefection + fulness of the Lord our Righteousnes
[Now right here is where the Pentecostals, the Methodist= 
the Evangelicals, the "Christ Our Righteousness" people 
would like to Stop. "Glory, Hallelujah!" That's it! They 
read HALF of "STEPS TO CHRIST" and declare it is Wonder
ful, but do not want to Read the other HALF. And so they 
will not want the rest of this =]______________________
■“-Those who with sincere will, with contrite heart, are 
putting forth humble EFFORTS to live UP TO the require
ments of God, are looked upon by the Father with pitying 
tender Love; He regards such as obedient children, and 
the RIGHTEOUSNESS of Christ is IMPUTED unto them." 
Letter 4,1889. GTMH 470. [Do you see the Secret = or the 
Condition = ??? If they FIRST strive + make an Effort. 
Exactly the thing the Awakening roundly SNEERS at! But 
here it is. And in 100 other References. The Wonder and 
Mercy of God here shown = is NOT to just blanket "FORGIVE" 
everybody + his Dog = but ON CONDITION that they PLEDGE 
and do the BEST they can. Wonderful Redeemer! Should we 
then SIN = so Grace may abound - ???]
KEEP IN TOUCH WITH GOD = NO MATTER WHAT ="When you lose 
your conscious INTEGRITY, your soul becomes a Battlefield 
for Satan; you have doubts + fears enough to PARALYZE 
your energies + drive you to discouragement." Letter 25, 
1870. OHC 237. GTMH 473.
PUFFED UP IN THEIR FLESHLY MINDS BY VAIN AWAKENING DOGMAS. 
"Those taken in Satan's snare have not yet come to a 
healthy mental attitude. They are dazed, self-important, 
self-sufficient. Oh, with what sorrow the Lord looks upon 
them, and hears their great swelling words of Vanity. They 
are PUFFED UP with Pride. The enemy is looking on with 
surprise at their being taken captive so easily." Letter 
126,1906. GTMH 474.
THIS IS THF WAY - WALK YE IN IT = 
--------------- -28-
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TM 291. 1896.

"GREAT LIGHT has been shining upon the Church, and theg 
are CONDEMNED by the Light, because they re fir^ to 7 7. ,  
in it— Instead of going FORWARD to PERFECTION, they are 
taking RACK TRACKS. to the DARKNESS + bondage of Egypt.. . .
They follow uimat such a distance that they do not .
really know half the time whether they are fol lowing ... . 
his foot-prints, or the footsteps of their great Enemy.,, .

■ . ’-29-’........... ' ’ ' ' - *— • . - . • • .

"In Battle Creek (RSH + Medical Center) you have evidence 
that men who have had the most to say are not walking 
with God." TM 320. 1897.

"To understand this mattnr aright, wt> must romomber ■ths't 
our hearts are naturally depraved e and we are unahlo 
ourselves, to pursue a right course. It is only hy the — 
grace of God, oombindd .wi th most oarnust al. forts, on our  
part, that we can gain tha Victory." R&H. Jan. 4,1881- 
OHC 111. GTMI1 475. — .
How they get that way - I do not know. But. I have often-  
Thought - why roost poopla will be Lost w some PrearhRE- 
comes along m and PUFFS them up in their Fleshly Mind-, T• 
leading them to believe how "SAVED" and how "WONDERFUL!. -- 
they are to belong to this "CATHOLIC" Church,. ox this-— 
"JEWISH SYNAGOGUE", or this "LAST DAY REMNANT" »= not. 
realizing their Distance from God = and what a Battle---- —
it is to Overcome- Never mind believing, itris-all-over!— 
The Jews only wanted to hear how RIGHTEOUS, they ware w--------
and that is all that "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" means.-------- -
to 99 out of 100. They, want to hear - Oh! How they Love.-.,----
it! That they ARE Saved, they ARE God's people, they 
Redeemedl If they can find such as wild serve it up to --------
them. Making them CARNALLY SECURE - not realizing their. - - • 
Distance from God. Read that above Statement agai n-  
Ponder it. And then read the Lord's opinion of that----------  .
Minister of Yours =________________________________________
In his Pride + Arrogance = before he goes around PROMIS
ING you Salvation - just how CLOSE is he to God? You can 
see a Pick-Pocket disappear in a Crowd in SECONDS.. Hesw ... 
many Hills to Home would he be away = given A==DAY' S- 
JOURNEY - ??? ____________________________________________________ _
"The reason why our Preachers accomplish so little is 
that they do not Walk with God. He is a day's journey 
from most-of-them." IT: 434. 1864.

"Men in high positions of TRUST... God does not work with 
them in their devising, and the voice they now have in 
the cause of God is not the Voice of God."



"Why should, we wish to keep the FRIENDSHIP of our
Lord's.enemies, and fa 7 7aw their- customs r arid be led 

' ~ by their Opinions?" RH A2-.71-2. Aug.31,1886.

Like a little Puppy-Dog that is forever yapping away 
at Nothing = and no one seems to try to Stop him = 
Brinsmead has repeated o'er + o'er + o'er again = 
according to Heppenstall + Spurgeon + whatever other 

... BABYLONIANS he is going by = he has no "RIGHTEOUSNESS" 
WITHIN = it is all "WITHOUT! ” [WITHOUT Christ!] For 

... Christ Himself said: ""Thou BLIND Pharisee, cleanse 

.. .1. FIRST that, which is WITHIN the cup + platter, that the
OUTSIDE of them may be clean ALSO.

"WOE unto you, scribes + Pharisees, hypocrites', for 
ye are like unto WHITED SEPULCHRES, which indeed appear 
beautiful OUTWARD, but are WITHIN (by your own Awakening 
admission'.) full of dead men's bones, and of all UNCLEAN- 

. NESS. Even so ye also OUTWARDLY appear RIGHTEOUS unto 
men, but WITHIN ye are full of HYPOCRISY + INIQUITY...

.... . "Ye SERPENTS, ye generation of VIPERS, how can ye 
escape the DAMNATION of HELL?" Matt.23:26-28,33,__
Among 50 more of the same Kind - here is one Testimony 
that fits this to a "T" =

From the very Beginning = the Awakening = all Segments 
of it — they seemed to be on a Race the one with the 
other = we give FTW the Dunce-Cap = the First-Prize 
Fool = for forever, yapping away about = "NO EFFORT!" 
It is a SIN, and even a "DOUBLE SIN" = to make an EF
FORT = and other such Clap-Trap. NO ONE AROUND THE 
WORLD HAS SAID ONE WORD AGAINST IT! If you have heard 
of any = let me know. Tell me the Book, the Publication , 
the Page, or the Name of the Tape + where available? 
BABYLON = has taken over the Church! MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!

-30- ------------------

REAL RELIGION = NOT AWAKENING RELIGION = "Real religion 
has its seat in the heart; and as it is an abiding 
principle there, it works outwardly, molding the exter
nal conduct, until the entire being is conformed to 
the image of Christ; even the thoughts are brought in
to subjection to the mind of Christ. If the abiding 
principle is not in the heart, the mind will be molded 
after the deceiving similitude of Satan's mind, working 
his will, to the ruin of the soul. The atmosphere which 
surrounds such souls is deleterious to all around them, 
whether believers or unbelieversLetter 8, 1891. 
GTMH 481.



VI JruRT * ??? NEVER EVEN L89KED UP THE INPEX t?£FO^L"-'-------

THEY START VAPPING AWAY TH "We must put to the .. . dr
stretch every sp-i ri t-na 7 nprvp ■/■.. mnsr’Gnr7. ... does—? - 
not desire, pau to remain novices. He wants .yon to neaah 
the very, highest round of the Ladder , and ..then. .step .fret 
It into tho kingdom rtf our Lord. + Saviour .J onus Christ. 
Manuscript 8,1899. OHC 217. GTMH 484.___________ . , ,_____ _________________________ — -. • *----------------------------  
In the Early. Experiences = Faces would LIGHT up as the -  
Holy Spirit; came, upon them. We saw this in Meeting as —- 
we presented the 10 Virgin Parable = and also the Truth'. 
about "CONDEMNING.!." I noticed that Sr. White + others . . 
would [A] Get WEAK first. [B] Get STRONG second. LS 55, .
161. SG 2:27,40,43,45,106,116,162-3,171,175-6.

We came to a Meeting of the HOFFMAN-SAUNDERS-PESTES 
"Apostolic Church of God" people who went from Adventism 
to Baliengerism = and believe it or not = called in the 
PENECOSTALS to give them the "POWER!"
So it was nothing New to me to see Adventist Leaders *= 
RICHARDS-ANDERSON-FROOM-VANDEMAN bow down with the SAME 
POWER-POX PENTECOSTAL "VOICE" people and GET-THE-POWER! 
As one of the Voice Leaders wrote me as well as RDB. 
"Two of your, top leaders received the Power + spoke in. 
Tongues!" He suggested that this would be alarming to 
us. To hear this. But had Glee in tellmg us. It was .. 
AFTER he got up from Prayer with the EVANGELICAL LEADERS - 
as they Dialogued in Washington, DC = that Froom and  . 
Anderson found out that they were: "SAVED!" And began 
to Foist that on to the Church. With astronomical success.
About that time = Louise Kleuser of the White Estate 
was recommending through the pages of the SDA "MINISTRY" 
Magazine that they ought to buy all sorts of POWER-POX 
Books by the EXPERTS of Babbling Babylonia. ..... -
And they have been Screaming for the "POWER" ever since. 
It is my Opinion that this will NOT be allowed =? until 
they have had the LAST CHANCE .= and this "POWER" will 
be a Sign of ETERNAL SEPARATION from God - a Si gn that 
they are FULLY over on the Side of the Devil. As can be 
seen by some of the Writings + Sermons (?) by RAA + HMSR. 
As well as MAXWELL + FROOM.'
• However HIGH any Minister may have stood in the favor 
of God, if he neglects to follow out the LIGHT given 
him of God, if he refuses to be taught as a little

-31-



Child, he will.. ffO.Jntn DARKNESS 4- Rai-an-Sr’ nET.IJRTONS__
. .and will lead OTHERS. In irho oama path- " . ST-214 .....

KD+A .are examples, with 1*00 more = who led the Church 
L. .. .into Rebellion- This History will be Repeated just be 
.. ..fore the.Close, of Probation. 1870 SoP l:300--6.PP 403-- 
' 3T:353,358,361. 5T:66.  . .

I came to this Meeting - wanting to see a Minister 
there about POWER-POX Oral Roberts with whom he had 

... .... worked for Years - and broke away - we came at the
• • wreng Time *■ just as the Meeting started! As we came

in --we saw a Woman with her Face aglow - all who
• saw her said she looked just Beautiful = under Power. 

• Then she lost it - and she faded before our eyes like
w.v. you would never Believe. She became HAGGARD, WASHED-OUT 

her eyes faded, became Satanic. All in Minutes! This 
is also the .Experience of Fortune-Tellers who really 
go into a Trance. They are just WASHED-OUT after it.
(A) They START with POWER! (B) They END with WEAKNESS. 
Just the very opposite of the True Experience. 

 NOW THE TEACHING OF THE AWAKENING - IS THE SAME^
[A] Make NO EFFORT - you will be CURSED if you do!

— [B] Then in the Midnight Hour = in the SEALING-JUDGMENT 
TIME - then begin to make a "MTGHTY EFFORT!" And have 
your CHARACTER-NATURE changed by a Miracle._______
The WRIGHT that is WRONG' - flailed his "THORN BUSH" 
around for 14 years - but gave it up to JOIN AGAIN 
with Brother RDB = at the Directive of HEPPENSTALL

- by the Master Scheme of FROOM.
So they obeyed FROOM like good little Boys - and began 
to Teach - NO CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE till BEN GURION'S 
CHRIST-MESSIAH comes!________________________________
JUST-LIKE-THE-DEVIL! Turn everything AROUND! CHARACTER 
CHANGE = is LAST! But if you prefer what God says = 
here it is =_______________________________ __________
"Not one of us will ever receive the SEAL of God while 
our CHARACTERS have one SPOT or stain upon them. It 
is left with US to REMEDY the DEFECTS in our CHARACTERS, 
to CLEANSE the soul temple of every., defilement. THEN- 
THE-LATTER-RAIN will fall upon us." 5T.-214.____________
You see? Power LAST - !!! Sr. White was WEAK FIRST = 
and received such POWER she could walk around with 
that Big Bible or toss 6 men like Ten-Pins that tried 
to hold her! Latter Rain power AFTER you build a 
CHARACTER! Not CHARACTER -32- AFTER THJ?
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I III J L<- Lij gn i f i pH when I speak of these Garba?-r=== 
Collector's-from Australia?.. .1 would not Trade J.0 Truck 
Loads of their Garbage for t.h.i s ONE Reference by .EGW...  .- 
And if YOU are Interested - there are 100 more. Before— 
you fell for them =_Hook, Line, and Sinker =* with .Part — 
of the Rod + Reel = why did YOU not Look this up. in .... -----
the INDEX - ???? And meet them =. not .with TITHE + .OEEEB-?i 
INGS = but with ROTTEN TOMATOES + EGGS + USED DIAPERA1 '?■' 

HON TO BE CLEAN + WASHED = WHO WANTS THIS METHOD.
"It will require much PAINSTAKING EFFORT to reach.God's 
Standard of true manhood. . . This is an age famous for 
SURFACE work, for EASY methods, for BOASTED Holiness 
aside from the Standard of CHARACTER that God has erected.. 
All SHORT routes, all CUTOFF tracks, all TEACHING, which . 
faj.ls to exalt the Law of God as the STANDARD of reli-. 
gious CHARACTER, is SPURIOUS. (5T:500.)______________ _
Of course = "CHARACTER" that is just "GIVEN" by a "GIFT" 
has NO STANDARD. AT ALLJ There is NOTHING that YOU DQ .!...-^. - 
Hence NO STANDARD, to aim at! It CANNOT be done! ft.  
must be "GIVEN" as a "GIFT" - don't you See - ??? [I don't!] 
"PERFECTION of CHARACTER is. a. LIFELONG WORK, unattainable 
by those who^are not willing to STRIVE, for it in God's 
appointed way., by SLOW -h TOILSOME STEPS.." [And that's 
just WHY the Book = "STEPS TO CHRIST" was Written! And 
that's just WHY the Author of that Book was going to 
take NO CHANCE of that 1888 Gang CHANGING THAT BOOK - ..
so she took it to an OUTSIDE FIRM (Flemming Revel + Co..). ■ 
to Print it! And they spent "A KING'S. RANSOM" to get that 
Book BACK under their Control! And yes I You guessed it! 
They CHANGED it! ..By ADDING that first "TEARS IN HIS 
VOICE" chapter! Yes! They did! Why don't you WRITE them 
and ASK-THEM-WHY - ???' And send us the Answer.

ANYWAY = J see in SG 1:144-8 = there is LIGHT . . 
glorious LLGHT - if we Obey the MIDNIGHT CRY =» "Go ye. . 
OUT to meet Him!" God's people will do just that. For 
there is no SEALING until they do, ' *
[This is Dec.20,L974, I will put this Paper away «=■ I 
just wanted to Copy out those References. I will come 
back to this Paper quite a long Time from now.]
[Oh! Here I am back again —. before I forget thi.e - speak
ing of REVERSE POWER!], "rhe influence of such meetings is. 
not beneficial. When the happy flight of FEELING is. gone,....- 
they sink LOWER than before the meeting, because their 
HAPPINESS did not come -23- ^rom the right Source."SG4:153.
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(This colored A-B-C-D Sheet is a lift-out Page. Send 
to a Friend.) This is from Publication fl 311. Feb. 1,1 
This is the Page that Exposes the Fraudulent Teaching 
"No-Character-Building" of the Awakening Jesters + T 
logical Clowns. Who should have been Strangled in thv 
Cradle'. The Church + the World would have been better

WE NEVER SAW THIS BEFORE =
We saw this only in Time to get it on this colored Sh 
Feb.6,1975 = almost before Rousing,-, this Glorious S 
Flashed before me as a Result of Ann DeMichael's Lett 
[1] God is our Father. [2] We are His children. 
[3] We belong to the Family. [4] The Family (Angels) o 

Heaven are all interested in our Welfare. They mini 
ter to us.

[5] When a Soul (a New-born Babe!)Stands = all by him
self = earthly Parents rejoice! They go tell their

Friends + Neighbors. It pleases everyone! It is a Time 
for rejoicing! You know he is on his way UP!
[6] This Paper = Publication #311, p.12,14,20,28.37,42, 

43,46-49,51,54-66. God the Father, His Son, all the
Ministering Angels = all Heaven rejoices! The Angels 
sing a key Higher to make Heaven's Arches ring. (Madely 
Lewis references: Letter 79,1900. MS 1,1890. MS 142,189
[7] This Picture of the Angels going from Heaven to Ear' 

portrayed in the Testimonies only. Where else?What a
Legacy of Hope, of Delight = to Think of the Family in 
Heaven looking down, and rejoicing + singing when a Sou' 
a New-Born Babe = stands for God! And in these Last Day; 
learns to "Put on the whole Armor of God" to go out and 
FIGHT in the CAUSE in DEFENSE of the FAITH! Justificatl 
by Faith is this Beginning of this New-Born Babe = who, 
slowly, Step by Step ("Steps to Christ!") Day by Day, 
Develops by Effort + Experience = until his proud Par
ents see their Son grow by Sanctification to the full 
Stature of a man, Clad in an Armor from Head to Foot = 
Standing valiantly for God, Truth, the Heavenly Country 
and the Heavenly Household of Faith! On Guard for God! 
Holding aloft the Church Triumphant Banner. This is 
"Spirit of Prophecy." This is the Scene. This is the 
Grand Epoch + Climax of the Hopes of the Parents. A 
Dream come True. The Covenant between God + man!
(This "THOUGHT FOR TODAY" from Ann Demichael Letter p.4 
WHAT A SAD DAY =!!! What a dismal DRIP of a Day it was ■ 

-A-



with their Spit + Black Ball

)

J

"Good!
Instantaneous "Sanctification!

Brats were Born + not 
to America just as we 
a but through a dark 

glimpse here + there of

"Lifetime!" 
applying the.Hand of Knowledge to the Seat

II

II

Appreciation for his Efforts, Acclaim for his Achieve
ments, Encouragement to go Forward =
The Awakening "Father" pushes the little Babe, to 
Side = "Make no Effort!" 
from Me!" " 
"Go stand in a Corner!

"CHOOSE YE THIS DAY!11
(1) Will it be the God of Effort with all Heaven's Ap

proval, the Angels singing a Note higher as we "co
operate with God" + the Holy Spirit/? As we grow in grace. 
And finally see Him coming', with those very Angels'. As He 
brings His "Reward" with Him to "Give" to every man as 
his "Works" shall be'. This is Heaven's Covenant + Plan'. 
"Wilt thou know, 0 vain man = that Faith without Works = 
is DEAD?" -B-

one 
"Do not take the Glory away. 

Christ does it all!" "Get out of my way!" 
" "Go to Bed!"

This Bully, this Unapproachable , Unappreciative., Unfeelr
ing Monster = found on the Billy Graham-Spurgeon Hell- 
Fire breathing Throne! Riding the Red Dragon of the Apoca
lypse for a Fall! These "Nominal" Adventists are on the 
Verge of going all the way to keep Sunday with Billy Gra
ham, watch them next Easter! Before Force! Merely as the 
"Storm approaches." No Force! And they keep Sunday! GC 
608. 5T:463. Because he, the recognized Gang-Leader = 
tells them they are: "SAVED!" by "Faith alone!" without 
"Law!" Taking no "Steps!" Making no "Effort!" 
Yet, like a spoiled Brat = wants to be told he is 
"I am Holy!" "I am Saved!" 
GC 471. "I am Sinless!" GC 473. What an Abhorrent Conceit
ed Egotist! What a Puffed-up Fleshly Mind! What a little 
Devil this turned out to be! Should have been Stolen by . 
the Gypsies! Let him Prove that he is "Good!" .By the . . 
"Work" of a "Lifetime!" After a good Session in the 
Wood-Shed = 
of Learning.

When the self-styled:"AWAKENING" 
Strangled in the Cradle but came 
were Looking on the Heavenly Scene 
Glass - dimly = catching but a <_ 
the Heavenly Vision =
And the Awakening Brats came
Blotted out the Vision = dashing our Hopes to the-Ground! 
Leaving us Spent + Defeated! Instead they give us Babylon, 
the god of Baal = a Monster. Unfeeling to our Fate, now 
when the Babe wants to do something + naturally expects. .



RDB. 1958(7)"TIDINGS OF GREAT JOY."
Coming in the Guise of Humility =
Po you know what that Teaching actaaZLy i* - ???
It is CHANGE-TRANSFORMATION-BY-A-MIRACLE = in other 
words, it is the Teaching of = MAGIC!
EGW = "But those who are WAITING to behold a MAGICAL 
CHANGE in their CHARACTERS without determined EFFORT on 
their part to overcome sin, will be disappointed."SMI:3 

"True CHARACTER is not SHAPED from WITHOUT, and PUT ON; 
it RADIATES from WITHIN," DA 307. (Sermon on the Mount.) 
"Let no one say, I cannot... if you WILL not n i

(2) Or will we be Side-Tracked to that unfeeling Mo.-----
- the Red Dragon of Billy Baal Graham featured b 

"FAITH FOR TODAY" as they ask you to give a heavy 0; 
ing for their Idol + the Maxwell Book so they can ur. 
mine the Faith of more Souls with: "No Works'." "Fait 
alone'. " No Encouragement'. No Reward for Faithfulness 
Save + Love all men everywhere without Law or Fideli 
Will we Ride this Steed for a Fall?

Some. Lament that Bktrvimead changed hi* Reitgion and > 
Leave* them without Hope.. Li*ten! He Le^t them withe 
Hope. BEFORE he even. came, to Amenica!
WHAT VO YOU MAKE OF THIS = (RDB) =
"Let it be thoroughly understood that God does not ex 
pect His people to attain to the ultimate in sinless 
perfection before they come by faith to the judgment..
CHRIST IS ROBBEP OF HIS GLORY! (RD B)-=
"How many are endeavoring to enter the marriage by liv 
ing up to a 11 the Standards of .the.Law! Christ is robb* 
of H i s g1ory...
WHEN (VE REAP THIS WE FELT COMPLETELY CRUSHER = (RDB) = 
"The final cleansing fol 1ows the judgment. Let this 
fact be firmly established in the mind. It will crush 
any ideas anyone may have about getting absolute per
fection in himself before the judgment...
"PUT HIM TO VEATH!" (RDB) =
"Many people imagine... that when they have gotten the 
complete victory over Babylon, they can enter into the 
judgment as a matter of legal right. There is one 1 aw 
for them - "Put them to death."
p. 16,22 ,5o7
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we "co- 
As we grow in grace.

brings His "Reward" 
his "Works" shall be'.
It

is DEAD?"

And the Awakening Brats came with their Spit + Black Ba! 
Blotted out the Vision = dashing our Hopes to the-Grounc 
Leaving us Spent + Defeated! Instead they give us Babylo 
the god of Baal = a Monster. Unfeeling to our Fate, now 
when the Babe wants to do something + naturally expects. 
Appreciation for his Efforts, Acclaim for his Achieve
ments, Encouragement to go Forward =
The Awakening "Father" pushes the little Babe, to one 
Side = "Make no Effort!" "Do not take the Glory away, 
from Me!" "Christ does it all!" "Get out of my way!" 
"Go stand in a Corner!" "Go to Bed!"

.. une self-styled:"AWAKENING" Brats were Born + not 
Strangled in the Cradle but came to America just as we 
were Looking on the Heavenly Scene but through a dark 
Glass - dimly = catching but a glimpse here + there of 
the Heavenly Vision =

"CHOOSE YE THIS DAY!"
(1) Will it be the God of Effort with all Heaven's Ap

proval , the Angels singing a Note higher as 
operate with God" + the Holy Spirit/? _____
And finally see Him coming', with those very Angels’. As He 

with Him to "Give" to every man as 
This is Heaven's Covenant + Plan'.

Wilt thou know, O vain man = that Faith without Works = 
-B- ■

This Bully, this Unapproachable , Unappreciative., Uhfeel- 
ing Monster = found on the Billy Graham-Spurgeon Hell-. 
Fire breathing Throne! Riding the Red Dragon of the Apoca
lypse for a Fall! These "Nominal" Adventists are on the 
Verge of going all the way to keep Sunday with Billy Gra
ham, watch them next Easter! Before Force! Merely as the 
"Storm approaches." No Force! And they keep Sunday! GC 
608. 5T:463. Because he, the recognized Gang-Leader = 
tells them they are: "SAVED!" by "Faith alone!" without 
"Law!" Taking no "Steps!" Making no "Effort!"
Yet, like a spoiled Brat = wants to be told he is "Good.!" - - 
"I am Holy!" "I am Saved!" Instantaneous "Sanctification! " 
GC 471. "I am Sinless!" GC 473. What an Abhorrent Conceit
ed Egotist! What a Puffed-up Fleshly Mind! What a little 
Devil this turned out to be! Should have been Stolen by . 
the Gypsies! Let him Prove that he is "Good!" By the . . 
"Work" of a "Lifetime!" After a good Session in the 
Wood-Shed = applying the ..Hand of Knowledge to the Seat 
of Learning.



Coming in the Guise of Humility =
Vo you. know what that Teaching actually Is - ???
It is CHANGE-TRANSFORMATION-BY-A-MIRACLE = in other 
words, it is the Teaching of = MAGIC!
EGW = "But those who are WAITING to behold a MAGICAL 
CHANGE in their CHARACTERS without determined EFFORT on 
their part to overcome sin, will be disappointed."SMI: 3.

"True CHARACTER is not SHAPED from WITHOUT, and PUT ON; 
it RADIATES from WITHIN." DA 307. (Sermon on the Mount.) 
"Let no one say, I cannot... if

(2) Or will we be Side-Tracked to that unfeeling Morzzz
- the Red Dragon of Billy Baal Graham featured b\^^ 

"FAITH FOR TODAY" as they ask you to give a heavy 01—= 
ing for their Idol + the Maxwell Book so they can un
mine the Faith of more Souls with: "No Works!" "Fait^“ 
alone'." No Encouragement'. No Reward for Faithfulness 
Save + Love all men everywhere without Law or Fidelitzz 
Will we Ride this Steed for a Fall?

Some. Lament that Eflnsmead changed hlt> Religion and n— 
leaves them without Hope. Listen'. He le^t them without 
Hope BEFORE he even. came to America'.
WHAT VO YOU MAKE OF THIS = (RDB) =
"Let i t be thoroughly understood that God does not ex- 
pect His people to attain to the ultimate in sinless 
perfection before they come by faith to the judgment..- 
CHRIST IS ROBBEP OF HIS GLORY'. (RD B)-=
"How many are endeavoring to enter the marriage by liv
ing up to a 11 the Standards .of .the.Law! Christ is robbe 
of His glory...
WHEN WE REAP THIS WE FELT COMPLETELY CRUSHED = (RDB) = 
"The final cleansing fol 1ows the judgment. Let this 
fact be firmly established in the mind. It will crush 
any ideas anyone may have about getting absolute per
fection in himself before the judgment...
11 PUT HIM TO VEATHl" (RDB) = •
"Many people imagine... that when they have gotten the 
complete victory over Babylon, they can enter into the 
judgment as a matter of legal right. There is one 1 aw 
for them - "Put them to death."
p.16,22,30. "TIDINGS OF GREAT JOY. " RDB. 13587?)



we "co- 
As we grow in grace.

When the self-styled: "AWAKENING" Brats were Born + not 
Strangled in the Cradle but came to America just as we 
were Looking on the Heavenly Scene but through a dark 
Glass - dimly = catching but a glimpse here + there of 
the Heavenly Vision =

II

This Bully, this Unapproachable , Unappreciative., Unfeel- 
ing Monster = found on the Billy Graham-Spurgeon Hell-. 
Fire breathing Throne! Riding the Red Dragon of the Apoca
lypse for a Fall! These "Nominal" Adventists are on the 
Verge of going all the way to keep Sunday with Billy Gra
ham, watch them next Easter! Before Force! Merely as the 
"Storm approaches." No Force! And they keep Sunday! GC 
608. 5T:463- Because he, the recognized Gang-Leader = 
tells them they are: "SAVED!" by "Faith alone!" without 
"Law!" Taking no "Steps!" Making no "Effort!"

* "CHOOSE YE TH!S DAY!1'
(1) Will it be the God of Effort with all Heaven's Ap

proval , the Angels singing a Note higher as
operate with God" + the Holy Spirit/?
And finally see Him coming', with those very Angels'. As He 
brings His "Reward" with Him to "Give" to every man as 
his "Works" shall be'. This is Heaven's Covenant + Plan’. 
"Wilt thou know, 0 vain man = that Faith without Works = 
is DEAD?" -B-

And the Awakening Brats came with their Spit + Black Bal 
Blotted out the Vision — dashing our Hopes to the.Ground 
Leaving us Spent + Defeated! Instead they give us Babyloi 
the god of Baal = a Monster. Unfeeling to our Fate, now 
when the Babe wants to do something + naturally expects. 
Appreciation for his Efforts, Acclaim for his Achieve
ments, Encouragement to go Forward =
The Awakening "Father" pushes the little Babe, to one 
Side = "Make no Effort!" "Do not take the Glory away, 
from Me!" "Christ does it all!" "Get out of my way!" 
"Go stand in a Corner!" "Go to Bed!"

Yet, like a spoiled Brat = wants to be told he is "Good! 
"I am Holy!" "I am Saved!" Instantaneous "Sanctification! 
GC 471. "I am Sinless 1" GC 473. What an Abhorrent Conceit
ed Egotist! What a Puffed-up Fleshly Mind! What a little 
Devil this turned out to be! Should have been Stolen by . 
the Gypsies!Let him Prove that he is "Good!" . By the . . 
"Work" of a "Lifetime!" After a good Session in the 
Wood-Shed = applying the ..Hand of Knowledge to the Seat 
of Learning.



A

RDB. 1358 (?)

???
Coming in the Guise of Humility =
Vo you. know what that Teaching aetuaZly it
It is CHANGE-TRANSFORMATION-BY-A-MIRACLE = in other 
words, it is the Teaching of = MAGICI
EGW = "But those who are WAITING to behold a MAGICAL 
CHANGE in their CHARACTERS without determined EFFORT on 
their part to overcome sin, will be disappointed."SMI:336.

"True CHARACTER is not SHAPED from WITHOUT, and PUT ON; 
it RADIATES from WITHIN." DA 307. (Sermon on the Mount.) 
"Let no one say, I cannot... if you WILL NOT. then you 
CAN NOT...." COL 331-2. -C-

(2) Or will we be Side-Tracked to that unfeeling Monstcm
- the Red Dragon of Billy Baal Graham featured by 

"FAITH FOR TODAY" as they ask you to give a heavy Offe  
ing for their Idol + the Maxwell Book so they can undent 
mine the Faith of more Souls with: "No Works'." "Faith 
alone I" No Encouragement'. No Reward for Faithfulness' 
Save + Love all men everywhere without Law or Fidelity'. 
Will we Ride this Steed for a Fall?

Some. Lament that Bnlntmead ehanged hit Religion and now 
leavet them without Hope. Listen'. He tefrt them without 
Hope BEFORE he even came to Amenica!
WHAT VO YOU MAKE OF THIS = (RDB) =
"Let it be thoroughly understood that God does not ex- 
pect His people to attain to the ultimate in sinless 
perfection before they come by faith to the judgment... 
CHRIST IS ROBBEV OF HIS GLORY'. (RDB)-=
"How many are endeavoring to enter the marriage by liv
ing up to a 11 the Standards .of . the.Law! Christ is robbed 
of Hi s glory...
WHEN WE REAV THIS WE FELT COMPLETELY CRUSHED = (RDB) = 
"The final cleansing fol 1ows the judgment. Let this 
fact be firmly established in the mind. It will crush 
any ideas anyone may have about getting absolute per
fection in himself before the judgment...
"PUT HIM TO VEATHl" (RDB) = ■
"Many people imagine... that when they have gotten the 
complete victory over Babylon, they can enter into the 
judgment as a matter of legal right. There is one 1 aw 
for them - "Put them to death."
p.16,22,30. "TIDINGS OF GREAT JOY."
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Side =

+ the Holy Spirit/?

"Father"

Yet, like a spoiled Brat = rants to be told he is "Good.!" -  
"1 am Holy!" "I am Saved!" Instantaneous "Sanctification!" 
GC 471. "I am Sinless!" GO 473. What an Abhorrent Conceit
ed Egotist! What a Puffed-up Fleshly Mind! What a little 
Devil this turned out to be! Should have been Stolen by . 
the Gypsies!Let him Prove that he is "Good!" By the 
"Work" of a "Lifetime!" After a good Session in the 
Wood-Shed = applying the Hand of Knowledge to the Seat 
of Learning.

When the self-styled:"AWAKENING" Brats were Born + not 
Strangled in the Cradle but came to America just as we 
were Looking on the Heavenly Scene but through a dark 
Glass - dimly = catching but a glimpse here + there of 
the Heavenly Vision =
And the Awakening Brats came with their Spit + Black Balls, 
Blotted out the Vision = dashing our Hopes to the Ground! 
Leaving us Spent + Defeated! Instead they give us Babylon, 
the god of Baal = a Monster. Unfeeling to our Fate, now 
when the Babe wants to do something + naturally expects. . 
Appreciation for his Efforts, Acclaim for his Achieve
ments, Encouragement to go Forward =
The Awakening "Father" pushes the little Babe to one 

"Make no Effort!" "Do not take the Glory away.
from Me!" "Christ does it all!" "Get out of my way!" 
"Go stand in a Corner!" "Go to Bed!"

“CHOOSE YE TH!S DAY!"
(1) Will it be the God of Effort with all Heaven's Ap

proval, the Angels singing a Note higher as we "co
operate with God" + the Holy Spirit/? As we grow in grace. 
And finally see Him coming', with those very Angels'. As He 
brings His "Reward" with Him to "Give" to every man as 
his "Works" shall be'. This is Heaven's Covenant + Plan'. 
"Wilt thou know, 0 vain man = that Faith without Works = 
is DEAD?" -B-

This Bully, this Unapproachable , Unappreciative., Unfeelr
ing Monster = found on the Billy Graham-Spurgeon Hell
fire breathing Throne! Riding the Red Dragon of the Apoca- 
-pse for a Fall! These "Nominal" Adventists are on the 
rge of going all the way to keep Sunday with Billy Gra
il, watch them next Easter! Before Force! Merely as the 
■torm approaches." No Force! And they keep Sunday! GC 

,08. 5T:463. Because he, the recognized Gang-Leader = 
tells them they are: "SAVED!" by "Faith alone!" without 
"Law!" Taking no "Steps!" Making no "Effort!"



RDB. 1958(2)p.16,22,30, "TIDINGS OF GREAT JOY."

Coming in the Guise of Humility =
To t/ou what that Teaching actually aa = ???
It is CHANGE-TRANSFORMATION-BY-A-MIRACLE = in other 
words, it is the Teaching of = MAGIC!
EGW = "But those who are WAITING to behold a MAGICAL 
CHANGE in their CHARACTERS without determined EFFORT on 
their part to overcome sin, will be disappointed."SMI:336.

"True CHARACTER is not SHAPED from WITHOUT, and PUT ON; 
it RADIATES from WITHIN." DA 307.(Sermon on the Mount.) 
"Let no one say, I cannot... if you WILL NOT. then you 
CAN NOT...." COL 331-2. -C-

(2) Or will we be Side-Tracked to that unfeeling Monster
- the Red Dragon of Billy Baal Graham featured by 

"FAITH FOR TODAY" as they ask you to give a heavy Offer
ing for their Idol + the Maxwell Book so they can under
mine the Faith of more Souls with: "No Works'." "Faith 
alone'." No Encouragement' No Reward for Faithfulness'. 
Save + Love all men everywhere without Law or Fidelity'. 
Will we Ride this Steed for a Fall?

Some. Lament that BnlnAmead changed hlA Religion and now 
leaves them without Hope.. Listen! He le&t them without 
Hope BEFORE he even, came to America!
WHAT 00 YOU MAKE OF THIS = (RDB) =
"Let it be thoroughly understood that God does not ex- 
pect His people to attain to the ultimate in sinless 
perfection before they come by faith to the judgment...
CHRIST IS ROBBED OF HIS GLORY! (RD B)-=
"How many are endeavoring to enter the marriage by liv
ing up to a 11 the Standards .of. the.Law! Christ is robbed 
of H i s g1ory...
WHEN WE READ THIS WE FELT COMPLETELY CRUSHED = (RDB) 
"The final cleansing fol 1ows the judgment. Let thi 
fact be firmly established in the mind. It will cr 
any ideas anyone may have about getting absolute p 
fection in himself before the judgment...
"PUT HIM TO DEATH!" (RDB) = ••
"Many people imagine... that when they have gotten the 
complete victory over Babylon, they can enter into the 
judgment as a matter of legal right. There is one 1 aw 
for them - "Put them to death."



As we grow in grace.

When the self-styled:"AWAKENING" Brats were Born + not 
Strangled in the Cradle but came to America just as we 
were Looking on the Heavenly Scene but through a dark 
Glass - dimly = catching but a glimpse here + there of 
the Heavenly Vision =

)
)

And the Awakening Brats came with their Spit + Black Bal! 
Blotted out the Vision = dashing our Hopes to the Ground! 
Leaving us Spent + Defeated! Instead they give us Babylon 
the god of Baal = a Monster. Unfeeling to our Fate, now 
when the Babe wants to do something + naturally expects. . 
Appreciation for his Efforts, Acclaim for his Achieve
ments, Encouragement to go Forward =
The Awakening "Father" pushes the little Baba to one .. 
Side = "Make no Effort!" "Do not take the Glory away 
from Me!" "Christ does it all!" "Get out of my way!" 
"Go stand in a Corner!" "Go to Bed!"

"CHOOSE YE THIS DAY!"
(1) Will it be the God of Effort with all Heaven's Ap

proval, the Angels singing a Note higher as we "co
operate with God" + the Holg Spirit/?
And finally see Him coming', with those very Angels’. As He 
brings His "Reward" with Him to "Give" to every man as 
his "Works" shall be'. This is Heaven’s Covenant + Plan'. 
"Wilt thou know, 0 vain man = that Faith without Works = 
is DEAD?" -B-

This Bully, this Unapproachable , Unappreciative., Unfeelr
ing Monster = found on the Billy Graham-Spurgeon Hell- 
Fire breathing Throne! Riding the Red Dragon of the Apoca
lypse for a Fall! These "Nominal" Adventists are on the 
'erge of going all the way to keep Sunday with Billy Gra- 
am, watch them next Easter! Before Force! Merely as the 
Storm approaches." No Force! And they keep Sunday! GC 

608. 5T:463. Because he, the recognized Gang-Leader = 
tells them they are: "SAVED!" by "Faith alone!" without 
"Law!" Taking no "Steps!" Making no "Effort!"
Yet, like a spoiled Brat = wants to be told he is "Good.!" .  
"I am Holy!" "I am Saved!" Instantaneous "Sanctification I" 
GC 471. "I am Sinless!" GC 473. What an Abhorrent Conceit
ed Egotist! What a Puffed-up Fleshly Mind! What a little 
Devil this turned out to be! Should have been Stolen by . 
the Gypsies! Let him Prove that he is "Good!" .By the 
"Work" of a. "Lifetime!" After a good Session in the 
Wood-Shed = applying the ..Hand of Knowledge to the Seat 
of Learning.
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Coming in the Guise of Humility =
Do you know what that Teaciting actuadty ds - ???
It is CHANGE-TRANSFORMATION-BY-A-MIRACLE = in other 
words, it is the Teaching of = VAGIC!

EGW = "But those who are WAITING to behold a MAGICAL 
CHANGE in their CHARACTERS without determined EFFORT on 
their part to overcome sin, will be disappointed. "SMI: 336.

"True CHARACTER is not SHAPED from WITHOUT, and PUT ON; 
it RADIATES from WITHIN." DA 307. (Sermon on the Mount.) 
"Let no one say, I cannot... if you WILL NOT. then you 
CAN NOT...." COL 331-2. -C-

(2) Or will we be Side-Tracked to that unfeeling Monster 
- the Red Dragon of Billy Baal Graham featured by 

"FAITH FOR TODAY" as they ask you to give a heavy Offer
ing for their Idol + the Maxwell Book so they can under
mine the Faith of more Souls with: "No Works'." "Faith 
alone'." No En co ura gemen t'. No Reward for Faithfulness'. 
Save + Love all men everywhere without Law or Fidelity'. 
Will we Ride this Steed for a Fall?

Some. Lament that EkinAmead changed, hit, Redigton and now 
Leaves them without Hope. Listen'. He Le^t them without 
Hope BEFORE he ever came to America!
WHAT DO YOU MAKE OF THIS = (RDB) =
“Let it be thoroughly understood that God does not ex- 
pect His people to attain to the ultimate in sinless 
perfection before they come by faith to the judgment...
CHRIST IS ROBBEP OF HIS GLORY'. (RDB)-=
"How many are endeavoring to enter the marriage by liv
ing up to a 11 the Standards ,of .the.Law! Christ is robbed 
of His g1ory...
IWEM WE REAP THIS (HE FELT COMPLETELY CRUSHED = (RDB) = 
"The final cleansing fol 1ows the judgment. Let this 
fact be firmly established in the mind. It will crush 
any ideas anyone may have about getting absolute per
fection in himself before the judgment...
"PUT HIM TO DEATH'." (RDB) = ■
"Many people imagine... that when they have gotten the 
complete victory over Babylon, they can enter into the 
judgment as a matter of legal r i ght. There is one I aw 
for them - "Put them to death."
p.16,22,30. "TIDINGS OF GREAT JOY."'
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= in other

"CHOOSE YE THIS DAY!"
(1) Will it be the God of Effort with all Heaven's Ap

proval, the Angels singing a Note higher as we "co
operate with God" + the Holy Spirit/? As we grow in grace. 
And finally see Him coming', with those very Angels'. As He 
brings His "Reward" with Him to "Give" to every man as 
his "Works" shall be'. This is Heaven's Covenant + Plan'. 
"Wilt thou know, O vain man = that Faith without Works = 
is DEAD?" -B-

" RDB. 1958(?)

This Bully, this Unapproachable , Unappreci.ati.ve., Unfeel
ing Monster = found on the Billy Graham-Spurgeon Hell-. 
Fire breathing Throne! Riding the Red Dragon of the Apoca
lypse for a Fall! These "Nominal" Adventists are on the 
Verge of going all the way to keep Sunday with Billy Gra
ham, watch them next Easter! Before Force! Merely as the 
"Storm approaches." No Force! And they keep Sunday! GC 
608. 5T:463. Because he, the recognized Gang-Leader = 
tells them they are: "SAVED!" by "Faith alone!" without 
"Law!" Taking no "Steps!"' Making no "Effort!"
Yet, like a spoiled Brat = wants to be told he is "Good.!" 
"I am Holy!" "I am Saved!" Instantaneous "Sanctification!" 
GC 471. "I am Sinless!" GC 473. What an Abhorrent Conceit
ed Egotist! What a Puffed-up Fleshly Mind! What a little 
Devil this turned out to be! Should have been Stolen by . 
the Gypsies! Let him Prove that he is "Good!" .By the - 
"Work" of a "Lifetime!" After a good Session in the 
Wood-Shed = applying the.Hand of Knowledge to the Seat 
of Learning. .

Coming in the Guise of Humility
Vo you. know tohat that Teaching actuate aa 
It is CHANGE-TRANSFORMATION-BY-A-MIRACLE - 
words, it is the Teaching of = MAGIC.
EGW = "But those who are WAITING to behold MAGICA^ m 
CHANGE in their CHARACTERS without determinedEF ? 
their part to overcome sin, will be disappointed. SMI. 3 

"True CHARACTER is not SHAPED from WITHOUT, and PUT 
it RADIATES from WITHIN." DA 307. (Sermon
"Let no one say, I cannot... if you WILL NOT. then you 

CAN NOT...." COL 331-2. -C

When the self-styled:"AWAKENING" Brats were Born 
Strangled in the Cradle but came to America just 
were Looking on the Heavenly Scene but through <- 
Glass - dimly = catching but a glimpse here + there of 
the Heavenly Vision =
And the Awakening Brats came with their Spit + Black r ' ’ 
Blotted out the Vision = dashing our Hopes to the Ground? 
Leaving us Spent + Defeated! Instead they give us Babylon 
the god of Baal = a Monster. Unfeeling to our Fate, now 
when the Babe wants to do something + naturally expects 
Appreciation for his Efforts, Acclaim for his Achieve
ments, Encouragement to go Forward =
The Awakening "Father" pushes the little Babe, to one 
Side = "Make no Effort!" "Do not take the Glory away, 
from Me!" "Christ does it all!" "Get out of my way!" 
"Go stand in a Corner!" "Go to Bed!"

(2) Or will we be Side-Tracked to that unfeeling Monster
- the Red Dragon of Billy Baal Graham featured by 

"FAITH FOR TODAY" as they ask you to give a heavy Offer
ing for their Idol + the Maxwell Book so they can under
mine the Faith of more Souls with: "No Works'." "Faith 
alone ’." No Encouragement'. No Reward for Faithfulness'. 
Save + Love all men everywhere without Law or Fidelity'. 
Will we Ride this Steed for a Fall?

Some. Lament that BatnAmead changed htt> Retig-ion and now 
leaves them without Hope. Listen'. He te^t them without 
Hope BEFORE he even came to Amenica'.
WHAT VO YOU MAKE OF THIS = (RDB) =
’'Let it be thoroughly understood that God does not ex
pect His people to attain to the ultimate in sinless 
perfection before they come by faith to the judgment...
CHRIST IS ROBBEV OF HIS GLOW. (RDB)-=
"How many are endeavoring to enter the marriage by liv
ing up to a 11 the Standards .of .the.Law! Christ is robbed 

_ of His glory... .
WHEN WE REAV THIS WE FELT COMPLETELY CRUSHED = (RDB) = 
"The final cleansing follows the judgment. Let this 
fact be firmly established in the mind. It will crush 
any ideas anyone may have about getting absolute per
fection in himself before the judgment...
"PUT HIM TO VEATH'." (RDB) = ■ •
"Many people imagine... that when they have gotten the 
complete victory over Babylon, they can enter into the 
judgment as a matter of legal right. There is one jaw 
for them - "Put them to death."

"TIDINGS OF GREAT JOY.
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As we grow in grace.

When the self-styled:"AWAKENING" Brats were Born + not 
Strangled in the Cradle but came to America just as we 
were Looking on the Heavenly Scene but through a dark 
Glass - dimly = catching but a glimpse here + there of 
the Heavenly Vision =
And the Awakening Brats came with their Spit + Black 3311== 
Blotted out the Vision = dashing our Hopes to the Ground!
Leaving us Spent + Defeated! Instead they give us Babylon,—— 
the god of Baal = a Monster. Unfeeling to our Fate, now 
when the Babe wants to do something + naturally expects. . 
Appreciation for his Efforts, Acclaim for his Achieve
ments, Encouragement to go Forward =
The Awakening "Father" pushes the little Babe, to one .. 
Side = "Make no Effort!" "Do not take the Glory away. . . 
from Me!" "Christ does it all!" "Get out of my way!" 
"Go stand in a Corner!" "Go to Bed!"

“CHOOSE YE THIS DAY!"
(1) Will it be the God of Effort with all Heaven's Ap

proval , the Angels singing a Note higher as we 
operate with God" + the Holy Spirit/?
And finally see Him coming', with those very Angels'. As He 
brings His "Reward" with Him to "Give" to every man as 
his "Works" shall be'. This is Heaven's Covenant + Plan'. 
"Wilt thou know, O vain man = that Faith without Works = 
is DEAD?" -B-

This Bully, this Unapproachable , Unappreciative., Unfeelr- 
ing Monster = found on the Billy Graham-Spurgeon Hell-. 
Fire breathing Throne! Riding the Red Dragon of the Apoca
lypse for a Fall! These "Nominal" Adventists are on the 
Verge of going all the way to keep Sunday with Billy Gra
ham, watch them next Easter! Before Force! Merely as the 
"Storm approaches." No Force! And they keep Sunday! GC 
608. 5T:463. Because he, the recognized Gang-Leader = 
tells them they are: "SAVED!" by "Faith alone!" without 
"Law!" Taking no "Steps!" Making no "Effort!"
Yet, like a spoiled Brat = wants to be told he is "Good.!" - - 
"I am Holy!" "I am Saved!" Instantaneous "Sanctification!" 
GC 471. "I am Sinless!" GC 473. What an Abhorrent Conceit
ed Egotist! What a Puffed-up Fleshly Mind! What a little 
Devil this turned out to be! Should have been Stolen by . 
the Gypsies!Let him Prove that he is "Good!" By the 
"Work" of a "Lifetime!" After a good Session in the 
Wood-Shed = applying the ..Hand of Knowledge to the Seat 
of Learning.
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RDB. I958(?yp.16,22,30. "TIDINGS OF GREAT JOY."

(2) Or will we be Side-Tracked to that unfeeling Monst=
- the Red Dragon of Billy Baal Graham featured by 

"FAITH FOR TODAY" as they ask you to give a heavy Offei= 
ing for their Idol + the Maxwell Book so they can undei----
mine the Faith of more Souls with: “No Works ’" "Faith 
alone'." No EncouragementNo Reward for Faithfulness'. 
Save + Love all men everywhere without Law or Fidelity'. 
Will we Ride this Steed for a Fall?

Some. Lament that BntnAme.ad changed hit Religion and now 
leavet them without Hope.. Lit ten'. He lefit them without 
Hope. BEFORE he. eue/t came, to Amettca!
WHAT VO YOU MAKE OF THIS = (RDB) =
"Let it be thoroughly understood that God does not ex~ 
pect His people to attain to the ultimate in sinless 
perfection before they come by faith to the judgment...
CHRIST IS R0BBEP OF HIS GLORY’. (RDB)-=
"How many are endeavoring to enter the marriage by liv
ing up to a 11 the Standards _of .the.Law! Christ is robbed 
of Hi s glory...
WHEN WE REAP THIS WE FELT COMPLETELY CRUSHED = (RDB) = 
"The final cleansing fol 1ows the judgment. Let this 
fact be firmly established in the mind. It will crush 
any ideas anyone may have about getting absolute per
fection in himself before the judgment...
"PUT HIM TO DEATH'." (RDB) = ■
"Many people imagine... that when they have gotten the 
complete victory over Babylon, they can enter into the 
judgment as a matter of legal right. There is one 1 avi 
for them - "Put them to death."

Coming in the Guise of Humility =
Do t/ou. know what that Teaclitng actually It = ???
It is CHANGE-TRANSFORMATION-BY-A-MIRACLE = in other 
words, it is the Teaching of = MAGIC'
EGW = "But those who are WAITING to behold a MAGICAL 
CHANGE in their CHARACTERS without determined EFFORT on 
their part to overcome sin, will be disappointed."SMI:336.

"True CHARACTER is not SHAPED from WITHOUT, and PUT ON; 
it RADIATES from WITHIN," DA 307. (Sermon on the Mount.) 
"Let no one say, I cannot... if you WILL NOT. then you 
CAN NOT...." COL 331-2. -C-


